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INTRODUCTION

The history of exploitation of ecological niches by organisms in the geological past is recorded occasionally by chronological sequences of fossils. It is with examples of these and related phenomena that the present essay is concerned. We shall endeavor to document Permian fossil sequences (table 1) from which may be deduced evolutionary, probably iterative, trends by which bivalve mollusks of several families (the Pseudomonotididae, Terquemiididae, Anomiidae) achieved an oyster-like mode of life in late Paleozoic time. Moreover, we submit evidence in support of a hypothesis that some of these very probably led to the oysters, spondylids, and anomids of the Mesozoic. Shells of all the Paleozoic animals considered in the present paper possess a byssal notch in the right valve; hence these animals are not true oysters (Ostrea) which they otherwise closely resemble.

The present review of late Paleozoic oyster-like fossils is the first to be undertaken in the 30 years or more that have elapsed since one of us (Newell, "1937" [1938]) reported on mainly Pennsylvanian pseudomonotids from the mid-continental region of the United States. It is the first of a series of monographs on the Bivalvia based principally on celebrated collections of silicified Permian fossils of the Glass Mountains, Texas, and the Wind River Mountains, Wyoming. Other Permian and Pennsylvanian collections, from many sources, are also included.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Western Texas</th>
<th>New Mexico</th>
<th>Arizona</th>
<th>Wyoming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guadalupian</td>
<td>Apple Ranch (&quot;Word Limestone 4&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Park City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Willis Ranch (&quot;Word Limestone 3&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Getaway Limestone</td>
<td>- - - ? - - -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China Tank (&quot;Word Limestone 2&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonardian</td>
<td>Road Canyon (&quot;Word Limestone 1&quot;)</td>
<td>San Andres</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kaibab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cathedral Mountain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skinner Ranch – Hess</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfcampian</td>
<td>Neal Ranch – Hueco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
many places were borrowed from various institutions cited in the following text.

Although the silicified fossils enhance our understanding of early oyster-like bivalves, the extreme scarcity of really instructive specimens is indicated by the fact that they constitute a very minor element among the five million or so associated silicified brachiopods and other fossils extracted at great labor and expense from approximately 100 tons of limestone. They were freed from the rock matrix by leaching carefully selected blocks of limestone with dilute commercial-grade hydrochloric acid. The laboratory work was done by Cooper at the United States National Museum (Cooper, 1946), by Newell at the American Museum of Natural History, and by Boyd at the University of Wyoming.
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**EPIFAUNAL BIVALVES**

A characteristic shared by a majority of bivalves is their preference for soft substrates which provide concealment for the filter-feeding burrowers and nestlers and nutrition for the few sediment feeders of the class.

![Fig. 1. A, B. *Pseudomonotis speluncaria* (Schlotheim), Permian (after King, 1850). C, D. *Gryphaea convexa* (Say), Cretaceous (after Weller, 1907). Inequivalved shells, such as these, are characteristic of most of the pleurothethic Pteriomorpha. *Pseudomonotis*, a byssate pectinacean, was attached by the flat right valve; *Gryphaea*, an ostreacean, was cemented at the beak of the convex left valve.](image)
Members of the subclass Pteriomorpha (fig. 1), which includes the shells discussed herein, have, however, demonstrated a preference for epifaunal habitats from the early Ordovician to the present. These animals, including the marine mussels, arks, pearl clams, scallops, anomians, oysters, and a few other heteromyarians and monomyarians, have occupied a relatively exposed adaptive zone upon the sea floor with the aid of special anchoring facilities. During the late Paleozoic, they competed for space among rich epifaunas dominated by brachiopods, bryozoans, echinoderms, and coelenterates, mostly characteristic of stable and firm substrates.

Some of the members of the Pteriomorpha referred to in this paper are as follows:

Subclass Pteriomorpha
Order Pterioida
   Suborder Pteriina
      Superfamily Ambonychiacea
      Superfamily Pteriacea
      Superfamily Pectinacea
         Family Pectinidae
         Family Aviculopectinidae
         Family Oxytomidae
         Family Plicatulidae
         Family Pseudomonotidae
         Family Terquemiidae
         Family Spondylidae
      Superfamily Anomiacea
      Superfamily Limacea
   Suborder Ostreina
      Superfamily Ostreacea
         Family Ostreidae
         Family Gryphaeidae

Physiological adaptation to abnormal salinities has enabled many present-day bivalves to colonize brackish and hypersaline waters of estuaries, where competition is small and attack by oceanic predators minimal. Collectors of Paleozoic marine invertebrates of the shallow interior seas are familiar with a tendency for species of pelecypods, including some Pteriomorpha, to avoid habitats dominated by brachiopod-bryozoan-crinoid-coral communities under situations that suggest abnormal, or variable, salinity requirements. For example *Pseudomonotis hauni* (Meek and Hayden) forms a few persistent shell beds in hypersaline calcarenites of the Big Blue Series (Wolfcampian) of Kansas and Nebraska to the near exclusion of other species. Such monospecific communities of marine bivalves frequently are correlated with abnormal salinities of bays and estuaries, situations widely exploited by the post-Paleozoic oysters.

The pseudomonotids and aviculopectinids of the upper Paleozoic were sparsely represented in a wide range of habitats of shelf seas, from euryhaline salinities to organic reefs of normal salinities. Attached representatives of these families and the Anomiidae are most characteristic of reef and near-reef environments. Probably they found rocky substrates most congenial. There was a marked tendency of the hermatypic pseudomonotids and aviculopectinids to develop spines, a phenomenon shared with many Permian reef brachiopods.

Although circumstantial evidence of shell morphology strongly indicates intimate adherence of the lower valve of these forms to the substrate throughout life, the character of that substrate, or host, rarely is manifest in xenomorphic (superimposed) growth patterns in the species studied. The byssate forms were attached snugly to the substrate, commonly a fragment of shell of the same or of another species.
ADAPTATIONS OF THE PTERIOIDA TO PLEUROTHETIC LIFE

CONVEXITY AND ORIENTATION

Epifaunal bivalves are readily divisible, on a basis of shell symmetry, into two groups—approximately equivalved and strongly inequivalved. Among the groups represented by still-living forms, the inequivalved animals generally are pleurothetic; that is, they rest laterally on the substrate, at least during early ontogeny, with the sagittal plane more or less parallel with, rather than perpendicular to, the bottom surface. Among these, old or even mature heavy-shelled forms commonly are free on the sea floor. Thin-shelled bivalves frequently suspend themselves by a byssus to overhanging ledges of rock or to the branches of seaweeds, corals, and gorgonians, and even driftwood, or they are cemented by one valve.

The order Pterioida, to which the Pseudomonotidae, Aviculopectinidae, Terquemiidae, and Anomiidae belong, are the “flatfish” of the bivalves. The order also includes such important extant groups as the pearl clams, scallops, and oysters. In the early Paleozoic, the ancestors of these animals abandoned the upright in favor of the reclining, or pleurothetic, condition. One valve became morphologically ventral; the other valve, dorsal. Selective advantages of the pleurothetic mode of life might include minimal resistance to current and wave action and reduced exposure to predators. Groups other than Pterioida independently also produced cemented pleurothetic forms (e.g., the rudists, Chamacea, Aetheriidae) at various times, and it is not surprising that some of these show superficial convergence with oysters.

In harmony with the pleurothetic attitude, the Pterioida basically are inequivalved (fig. 1). The juvenile left valve in many living forms and the left valve of adults of most of the families are more convex than the right, commonly with a comparatively conspicuous left umbo (Jackson, 1890; Erdmann, 1934; Jørgensen, 1946). Larval shells of others are approximately equivalved. But the reverse situation, in which the juvenile right valve is the more convex of the two, is unknown. This curious asymmetry pertains whether or not the lower valve is anatomically right or left. Probably it is fundamental and of ancient origin, because the adults of a majority of Paleozoic Pterioida display these characteristics (e.g., Newell, “1937” [1938]). Evidently, the right-left asymmetry is under rigorous genetic control.

In most cases, the lower valve is anatomically the right valve. The only conspicuous exceptions are the suborder Ostreina (Gryphaea, Exogyra, Lopha and others) and the anomiacean family Placunidae, all of which are sinistral (left side undermost). This difference has proved to be quite reliable for distinguishing between the suborders Pteriina (dextral) and Ostreina (sinistral).

Discordant valves, in which the margin of the left valve overlaps that of the right, are common among oysters, pteriaceans, and pectinaceans (Newell and Merchant, 1939). The difference in valve size in these, however, is more apparent than real. The inner ostracum of the right valve may not spread peripherally as rapidly as that of the left, even though the thin outer ostracum and periostracum do keep pace with the margin of the left valve. Thus, the weaker marginal part of the right valve is subject to marginal attrition, except in the hinge area where the two valves usually are equal in size.

The early Paleozoic Ambonychiidae probably are exceptions to the rule of sagittal asymmetry among the Pteriina, as shells of that family characteristically are equivalved. Judged from their form and weight, the shells of Ambonychiidae must have been pleurothetic, but they may have been ambidextrous, because the byssus was shared about equally by the two valves, and we know of no evidence of preferential orientation, such as a persistent concentration of epizoans on right or left valves.

ASYMMETRY OF SHELL FABRIC

In addition to the disparate convexity of the two valves, the outer ostracum of several living pleurothetic groups, such as the anomians, scallops, and oysters, displays inequalities, as was shown by Jackson in his great monograph on these shells (Jackson, 1890). This asymmetry of shell fabric is also found in some Paleozoic representatives of the Pseudomonotidae, Avicu-
lopectinidae, and Myalinidae (Newell "1937" [1938], 1942).

In the cited groups, the outer ostracum of right valves generally is plainly prismatic, whereas that of left valves is "homogeneous" or very finely fibrous (fig. 2A–C). The inner ostracum of both valves is non-prismatic and similar in the two valves. This persistent fabric asymmetry of the two valves is, however, not universal among pleurothetic Pterioida. Deep-sea Amussium, shallow-water Pinctada, Eurydesma, and plicated oysters of the genus Hyotissa display prismatic or cellular structure about equally in the outer ostracum of the two valves. The significance of these differences and similarities of the two valves is unknown to us, but suffice it to say that shells in which are combined a left outer prismatic layer and a right homogeneous layer are unknown.

We had assumed earlier that diagenetic conversion of aragonite of molluscan shells to calcite invariably resulted in extensive destruction of the characteristic microfabric. It is now evident that such is not the case. Bathurst (1964) has shown that organic lamination of the original aragonite may be well preserved as relict fabric. Dr. D. Vincent Manson, of the American Museum of Natural History, has ascertained for us, by X-ray analysis, that the crossed-lamellar inner ostracum (fig. 2G, H) of Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) wandageensis, new species, from Australia, does not contain aragonite. Furthermore, the application of Feigl's solution as a stain test for aragonite fails to show any trace of aragonite.

It has been known for some time that extinct primitive Pterioida, such as Aviculopecten and Oxytoma, unlike nacreous modern Pteria, or the foliate Ostreidae, possessed a concentric crossed-lamellar inner ostracum (Newell, "1937" [1938]; Ichikawa, 1958). In fossils, this inner layer commonly has been converted to calcite, or has been leached away selectively, leaving a well-preserved outer ostracum. In Aviculopecten the inner ostracum originally was composed of the mineral aragonite; the outer, of calcite, as with many living bivalves. The crossed-lamellar structure in living pelecypods generally is formed of aragonite (Taylor, Kennedy, and Hall, 1969). However, Böggild (1930), described crossed-lamellar structure in calcite layers of several fossil molluscs, and Hudson and Palframan (1969) have demonstrated satisfactorily that the crossed-lamellar inner ostracum of Oxytoma, a Jurassic genus, was instead composed of calcite.

Representatives of some of our genera (Prospondylus, Paleowaagia, Pegmavalvula) are preserved only as siliceous pseudomorphs or empty molds. Many of the shells of Prospondylus, however, have suffered extensive selective leaching of the inner ostracum before silification, whereas the outer ostracum displays relative freedom from selective corrosion (fig. 9C, D).

As far as we can learn, crossed-lamellar structure is unknown in the living Ostreidae, and is confined to the inner layers in the Pectinacea and Limacea. Böggild (1930) and Oberling (1964) recognized this structure in the living Spondylidae and many pectinids as far back as the Liassic Pecten equiarius, and in several Jurassic species of Gryphaea (Majewski, 1969, p. 50, pl. 11). Böggild's suggestion (ibid.) that the foliate calcite shell of modern oysters and scallops was in some way derived from ancestors with crossed-lamellar shells was reaffirmed by Newell ("1937" [1938]) who may have been the first to recognize crossed-lamellar fabric in Paleozoic pectinaceans.

Böggild (1930), Oberling (1964), and Taylor, Kennedy, and Hall (1969) have found significant variation in shell fabric and mineralogy within genera and families of bivalves. Consequently, the taxonomic and phylogenetic significance of these characters must be worked out independently for each taxon. There is evidence that modifications in character and distribution of the fine elements of the shell may be ecologically induced, but living pectinids and oysters are relatively stable with respect to shell structure and mineralogy.

In the course of the present study we have been handicapped by the extreme rarity of specimens retaining original shell fabric and minerals. Nevertheless, specimens of Pseudomonotis equiariusia from the Upper Pennsylvanian Jacksboro Limestone near Jacksboro, Texas, show that this species possessed a shell of asymmetrical fabric similar to that of Aviculopecten (Newell, "1937" [1938]). The outer ostracum of the two valves is asymmetrical, the right being prismatic calcite, with prisms about 20 μ in diameter, whereas the left apparently is homogeneous (fig. 2A–E). The inner ostracum is concentric crossed-lamellar in both valves. This layer, which also composes the hinge, frequently
is selectively leached away in *Pseudomonotis* and *Aviculopecten*, so it is judged to have been secreted as aragonite.

Well-preserved shells of *Pseudomonotis* (*Trematicochna wandageensis*, from Western Australia, display significantly different shell microstructure, very like that of the living Spondylidae (fig. 2F–H). The inner ostracum is composed of concentrically crossed-lamellar calcite. This layer is selectively leached away in one specimen, suggesting that it was originally aragonite. The outer layer in *P. (Trematicochna) wandageensis* in both valves consists of irregularly foliate calcite (fig. 2G, H) similar to the main shell in *Gryphaea* (fig. 2I), living oysters, or the outer ostracum of living individuals of *Spondylus* (fig. 2J).

From analogies provided by this admittedly meager evidence, we suppose that the crossed-lamellar aragonitic inner layer of the Paleozoic shells became obsolete in the oysters. The outer ostracum of *P. (Trematicochna)*, then, may be compared more readily with the outer ostracum of *Spondylus* (fig. 2J), or the main shell layer (excepting the myostracum) of most of the Ostreina (fig. 2I), that is, they are probably homologous. Possible selective advantages of the different kinds of shell microstructure, or their demonstrable evolutionary trends, are unknown.

**RESUPINATE CONDITION OF LIVING OYSTERS**

In the true oysters (suborder Ostreina), attachment is by the left valve; in other pleurothetitic (reclining) Pteriomiophyta, by the right valve (fig. 1). We are not aware of any reason why living scallops and oysters should not occasionally display morphological inversion, as do the flounders, among fishes, or certain gastropod species, but such inversion among living and fossil Pterioida is not known to us.

A comparison of pterioid bivalves with flounders may be useful here. Each of the four families of flatfishes normally is only dextral or sinistral, and both eyes have migrated to the upper side. Specimens with the eyes on the side that is normally blind are said to be reversed. This condition is regarded as abnormal, or resupinate. There is some evidence that sinistral individuals of normally dextral flounders are less viable than right-sided ones. Ambilateriality, a primitive condition, is common only in one family.

Mirror imaging is incomplete in reversed flounders, as it is in the inferred evolutionary jump from the Pteriina to the Ostreina. Certain flounder structures, such as the optic nerves, are not affected by the reversal. Also the viscera are constantly bilateral in both normal and reversed forms. These elements of symmetry are fixed before metamorphosis. One specimen studied by Hubbs and Hubbs (1945) was a notable exception. Only in this individual was there a complete reversal of symmetry of the optic nerves and viscera, fundamentally comparable with that in sinistrally coiled snails. Reversal in the gastropods has been traced to a 180-degree change in the direction of cell cleavage, according to Ludwig (1932). Evidently, the determination of laterality among the Pterioida is genetically more complex than is that of snails or flounders, because reversal of symmetry is unknown in these groups.

We may suppose that, although partial inversion took place in oysters when they abandoned the basic dextrality of their ancestors in favor of sinistral attachment, some conspicuous traits of the pectinaceous asymmetry are incorporated in oysters and are not directly affected by the inversion.

The evidence of similar anatomy, incomplete inversion, and stratigraphic sequence suggests that the gryphaeid oysters were derived from Paleozoic pseudomonotids. Resupination and loss of the foot and byssal apparatus in the larval oyster immediately after cementation may have stemmed from one or more genetic mutations. But this inversion did not affect shell microstructure or the primitive asymmetrical convexity, both of which are similar in the young and adults of many living oysters and scallops and may be taken as evidence of kinship. Shell characters developed by pseudomonotid ancestors in the late Paleozoic, when the right valve was undermost, are still preserved in the upper valve of living oysters (fig. 1).

It is probable that the transition from dextrality, the condition of the suborder Pteriina to sinistrality, the condition of the Ostreina, was accomplished in a single mutation, perhaps involving dependent morphological changes and a loss of the byssal notch. The ratio of sinistral to dextral individuals in the earliest populations may have been small, increasing gradually
through Triassic time, but there is no well-documented evidence of such an increase, and the historical facts remain obscure.

Such a single mutation might be termed a macromutation by some investigators, in the sense of Goldschmidt (1940). Many other characters, however, distinguish the living Pteriina and Ostreina, and their character complexes surely must have resulted from the accumulation of many mutations over a considerable span of time.

ANCHORAGE IN PLEUROTHETIC BIVALVES

Byssal Attachment

Living Pteriomorphia, as do many other epifaunal invertebrates, occupy an adaptive zone in which anchorage is a requisite. Anchorage enables them to live in more or less exposed situations, accomplished in larvae and many adults by attachment with a flexible byssus. Other adults lose the byssus and become cemented by the lower valve to a shell fragment or a rock surface. In these actions the bivalve departs from the primitive upright position to one in which the animal reclines on one side—the pleurothetic condition.

Although the resulting immobilization severely restricts physical adjustments of individuals to oscillations of environment, there are compensating benefits, e.g., the free circulation of oxygen- and nutrient-bearing waters and comparatively low rates of sedimentation that characterize stable substrates. Living scallops and oysters possess especially efficient facilities for pumping water and for freeing the mantle cavity of sediment and pseudofeces (Yonge, 1953); correlated metabolic efficiency enables some species to pack a maximum number of individuals into favorable areas. Because of the wasteful reproductive methods of bivalve molluscs, closely spaced individuals are likely to be reproductively more efficient than are dispersed individuals. These attributes have enabled many species of bivalves, including the oysters, to take advantage of the richest feeding grounds that exist in the inshore euryhaline waters of bays and estuaries, and the great epeiric seas of the past.

Temporary fixation by a byssus is widely employed among larval Bivalvia of many orders. Byssate adults, however, are most characteristic of the subclass Pteriomorphia. Because the byssate condition at present is most prevalent among larvae, byssiiferous adult bivalves might be regarded as neotenous, or paedomorphic, with respect to this character (Yonge, 1962). All orders of the subclass, however, have very long geologic histories, and an alternative hypothesis is suggested here—that byssal fixation is an ancient and highly successful adaptational characteristic of many epifaunal bivalves, whether larval or adult. Thus, the larval byssus may be a generalized ancestral character that has been lost by infaunal and cemented epifaunal species which do not require anchorage.

Cementation

Attachment by cementation is a culminating stage in the ontogeny and evolution of some Pterioida, probably attained several times in families of the Pectinacea. It is interesting that many cemented pectinaceans show a tendency during growth for reversal of the juvenile shell convexity. The cemented valve of the adults may become relatively deep and the free valve more or less operculiform (as with Paleowaagia, new genus)—trends common also in cemented brachiopods. The prodissoconch shell, however, is rather uniform throughout the Pteriomorphia. It may be more or less equivalent, or the right valve may be less convex than the left. As far as we know, in no case is the prodissoconch right valve the larger of the two.

After initial cementation of the pelecypod shell by conchiolin secreted by the byssal gland and applied by the foot, the lower valve is directly attached by successive growth increments along the mantle margin. The attachment surface varies in dimensions in different species from a millimeter or so to several centimeters around the uncemented juvenile part of the shell (fig. 3). During mature growth, the shell margin tends to rise above the substrate.

More than one evolutionary route to cementation has been followed by monomyarian bivalves. This is apparent in hinge structures and, in some cases, is indicated by the shell fabrics and mineralogic composition that characterize various taxa. For example, the oldest gryphaeid oysters, the Pectinidae, and the Spondylidae, not certainly known below the Upper Triassic, had already diverged considerably in morphological and anatomical characters. The fossil record of the most likely Paleozoic ancestors of
these families, the Aviculopectinidae, the Pseudomonotidae, and the Terquemiidae, suggests that the phyletic splitting leading to Mesozoic oysters, scallops, and spondylids was initiated well back in the Paleozoic, perhaps as early as the Devonian. The inner ostracum of the shell in both the Aviculopectinidae and the Pseudomonotidae was crossed-lamellar aragonite, but this layer was lost, or modified, and most of the shell came to be composed of foliated calcite in Mesozoic time. Probably the modifications in shell fabric took place independently in the two stocks.

Another evolutionary tendency was the recurrent loss of the adult pedal aperture (byssal notch) in the Paleozoic Pseudomonotidae and later in the Plicatulidae, Spondylidae, and certain of the Pectinidae (Hinnites).

In Plicatula and the true oysters, cementation immediately follows the planktonic veliger, and a byssal notch does not develop at any stage. Thus, the Plicatulidae, although commonly classed as Pectinacea because they are dextral and possess filibranch gills, are very oyster-like in many characters. It is interesting to speculate on the possible close relationship of Plicatula and the similar Lopha, neither of which is byssate in the nepionic stage. Spondylus and Hinnites, however, show a byssal notch in the early postprodissoconch.

In cemented pectinaceans (excepting Plicatula) the foot, much reduced, and changed in function from byssus spinning to mantle cleansing, is retained throughout life, as is shown by the retention of the foot and pedal muscles in living forms, and pedal muscle scars in the fossils. In the suborder Ostreina, this trend is carried a step farther. The larval foot and byssal gland, shared equally by both valves, atrophy and are lost immediately after attachment of the spat, as in Plicatula (Erdmann, 1934).

**FORM AND ORNAMENTATION**

Individual growth of the shell in cemented bivalves is influenced, of course, by the character of the substrate. In the Permian forms, shells of the same species most commonly provided a suitable surface of attachment, much as in oysters. Living crinoid columns also were frequently selected for attachment (fig. 28A). There is much experimental evidence from living bivalves that spatfall is not fortuitous, which may have been true also of the Permian species. The veliger probably possessed considerable ability to choose or reject an anchorage site.

In spite of individual modifications of form imposed by variations in substrate, persistent growth tendencies are apparent in the ontogenetic sequence of growth lines of the Pseudomonotidae. For example, the nepionic valves may display approximately a rounded rhombic outline with a forward obliquity, or the principal growth gradient may be downward, resulting in a more or less equilateral symmetry. For these, the terms proscincle and acincle, respectively, have been used (Newell, "1937" [1938]). During growth, some scallop shells display a change from posteroventral to anteroventral growth, resulting in a crescentic deflection forward of the principal growth axis. If accentuated, this forward acceleration of the anteroventral growth gradient produces a more or less backward obliquity of the mature portion of the shell, an advanced condition of many pectinaceans that has been termed opisthoclinc (Newell, "1937" [1938]). Unfortunately, these terms were poorly chosen, because they do not adequately describe growth vectors. Consequently, in the present study, we employ terms that specify the directions of principal growth gradients: retrocrescent, procrecent, and infracrescent, respectively, for shells in which ventral accretion shows a marked backward, forward, or mainly downward component. Procrecent shells generally display an early retrocrescent growth stage, followed by an infracrescent one.

The Paleozoic Anomiidae, as are their modern relatives, are characterized by unornamented,
irregular, nondescript shells subcircular or oval in outline.

Ornamentation in the Pseudomonotidae is variable within circumscribed limits. Most right valves and many left valves display irregular concentric folds. The shells of some species essentially lack radial or other regular sculpture, especially in the umbonal areas, but somewhat irregular growth varices, perhaps related to seasonal interruptions, are prevalent. Radial ornamentation, consisting of one or more intercalating ranks of costellae or costae, are found on most species, and those of the right valve commonly are finer and more numerous than those of the left.

In some shells, especially those associated with reefs, projecting frills and radially divided spatulate, arched, or tubular (hyote) spines split along the lower face and rise tangentially over the general surface of the shell where the imbricating growth lamellae intersect the coarser radial ribs.

Commonly, the scales and spines are rather irregular and variable in form, size, and distribution. In general, they resemble similar features of some species of Spondylus, whereas the smooth and plicate pseudomonotids more resemble living oysters.

It is an interesting fact that spinosity is far more marked and prevalent among the Permian pseudomonotids than among the Carboniferous or Triassic examples, but these general differences may be related to the fact that most of the Permian species are from reef and near-reef habitats.

**TAXONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF ATTACHMENT MODE IN THE PSEUDOMONOTIDAE AND AVICULOPECTINIDAE**

Unlike Mesozoic oysters, well-preserved pseudomonotid shells are rare fossils, and the stratigraphic record of the Pseudomonotidae is too erratic and discontinuous to permit the development of a detailed chronology of the course of evolution within this family. Consequently, morphologic trends must be deduced mainly from ontogenetic criteria, and there is no direct evidence that variations in attachment mode were or were not the products of long and persistent evolutionary changes. A similar problem exists with respect to recent species of Himites (fig. 3), cemented versions of the scallop Chlamys, which is alternatively interpreted as a distinct pectinid genus or an ecological variant within populations of free scallops.

The stratigraphic distribution of the several morphological groups of pseudomonotids is not illuminating. For example, Pachypteria, from the Lower Carboniferous, although the oldest known representative of the family, is one of the most specialized, in that the cemented attachment was achieved early in ontogeny and the adult deviates very far from the presumed aviculopectinid-like juvenile (fig. 7F). Conversely, the geologically younger *Pseudomonotis* (fig. 12), contrary to an earlier view (Newell, "1937" [1938]), does not display any tendency for cementation in our material. Free and cemented mature pseudomonotids are not found in direct association, and there is no evidence of local intergradation between the two extreme conditions.

Apparently the habit of cementation was developed several times in the Pseudomonotidae at successive epochs in the history of the group and at least once in the Aviculopectinidae. The erratic known stratigraphic distribution of the several morphologic groups suggests iterative acquisition of the cemented habit.

Cemented plicated forms similar to Lopha and Plicatula appear in the late Permian of Japan (Nakazawa and Newell, 1968), and the early Triassic of East Greenland (Spall, 1930, 1935), becoming common in the Middle Triassic. Their ancestry is unknown, and probably they are only distantly related to the gryphaeas that are known in the Upper Triassic of many regions (Diener, 1923; Kutassy, 1931). It is this latter group that closely resembles and may have been derived from the Paleozoic Pseudomonotidae. The postulated transition from the pectinacean pseudomonotids to the Mesozoic gryphaeas, then, may have taken place either rapidly or slowly within the Triassic during a time interval of some 20 million years from which fossils pertinent to this problem are not yet known. Another branch probably led from the Pseudomonotidae possibly via the Terquemiiidae to the Spondylidae.

Through the courtesy of Dr. Piero Leonardi, of the University of Ferrara, we reproduce here (fig. 4) photographs of an Upper Triassic terquemid, *Neuaagia*, from the San Cassian beds of Cortina d'Ampezzo. These shells display rudimentary isodont dentition that may be con-
Fig. 4. Triassic terquemiids, Cassian near Cortina d’Ampezzo (courtesy of Dr. Piero Leonardi, University of Ferrara; figured by Leonardi, 1943, pl. 5, figs. 11a, b, pl. 6, fig. 10). A, Terquemia sp.?, interior of right valve. B, C. Neuaagia denticostata (Laube), left valve. Ligamental area and other hinge features are reminiscent of the Spondylidae. Approximately × 5.

considered the initiation of a development leading to the strong interlocking teeth of Spondylus. Such a possibility remains to be investigated.

Reef and near-reef limestones of the Glass Mountains of western Texas contain a spiny bivalve that we are interpreting as a primitive terquemiid, Paleowaagia, new genus, the first reported from the Paleozoic. This is morphologically transitional from Prospondylus to Neuaagia. The Permian shells resemble those of the Terquemiidae in possessing a deep right valve and an opercular left valve. They are exceptional in being spiny and possessing a nepionic byssal notch. The morphological series Pseudo-monotis-Prospondylus-Paleowaagia-Neuaagia-Spondylus approximates a time series and roughly approximates a phylogeny.

By Jurassic time, oysters and gryphaeas are well represented by densely gregarious populations in most of the better-known fossil marine faunas. The circumstances suggest that this gregariousness, with all the implications for efficiency of reproduction and utilization of the environment, has played an important role in the success and later ecological deployment of the oysters. But the cemented pectinaceans have never been so successful. Generally, they occur as scattered individuals or clusters in both fossil and living species.

PALLIAL ATTACHMENT AND FUSION IN THE PSEUDOMONOTIDAE

Among the order Pterioida, the living Pinctada are generalized and may be compared with Paleozoic aviculopectinids and pseudomonotids (Newell, “1937” [1938], fig. 1). Unlike that of
The mantle of many of the Pectinacea differs in having a more or less continuous attachment of the mantle along a pseudopallial line. In oysters, on the other hand, the pallial line may be indistinct or lacking. It is Yonge's (1953, p. 462) view that pallial attachment in these forms is secondary and not homologous with the pallial line of the dimyarians.

Animals of the subclass Pteriomorphia are not provided with circulatory siphons, and, in most families, the mantle margins are separated around the margin. Characteristically, inhalant water enters along some two-thirds of the antero-ventral periphery as far as the posterior extremities of the gills, and the exhalant current (except for sporadic cleansing jets) is concentrated in a small sector of the margin between the posterior tips of the gills and the posterior adductor above (fig. 5). But, in certain oysters, a part of this current also passes above the adductor muscles (Yonge, 1953).

A notable innovation among the Ostreina is a fusion point joining the two mantle margins at the posterior extremity of the gills. This fusion provides a barrier between inhalant and exhalant currents, doubtless increasing the efficiency of respiration, and it aids in cleansing the gill chamber of pseudofeces. The palliobranchial fusion point frequently is reflected in some gryphaeid oysters and pseudomonotids in a marginal shell sinus and external sulcus behind the adductor scar (fig. 1). The existence of this characteristic in both the Ostreina and the Pseudomonotidae may indicate common origin or convergence. We favor the former possibility. There is little evidence in shell form of palliobranchial fusion in the Aviculopectinidae.
ORIGIN OF THE OSTREINA

STRATIGRAPHIC EVIDENCE

The origin of the true oysters has always been uncertain because of inadequacies in the fossil record of early Triassic oysters. A prevailing view has been that the earliest known plicated oysters appeared, fully formed, in the Middle Triassic, as in Jordan (Cox, 1932) and Germany (Seilacher, 1954), becoming widely established by the close of the period. But Nakazawa and Newell (1968) have reported examples from the Japanese late Permian. These oyster-like forms commonly are referred to Lopha or Enantiostreon. They differ in many ways from Ostrea and Gryphaea. Concerning the Jordanian species, Cox thought that "the plicated oyster thus appears to be merely the Muschelkalk Ostracites cristadiformis Schlotheim, which should be referred to Lopha and not to Enantiostreon." Enantiostreon has a costate, not a plicate, shell.

Henri and Geneviève Termier, pondering the numerous reports of right-valve attachment, had already suggested that some of the Triassic oysters may have been ambidextrous, attached indifferently by either valve (Termier and Termier, 1949, p. 294). Our examination of the literature on this subject, however, fails to reveal any well-documented case of right-valve attachment in Middle or Lower Triassic oyster-like bivalves.

Dextrally cemented plicated shells superficially similar to those of Lopha are reported as Plicatula from the Upper Triassic of many regions (Diener, 1923; Kutassy, 1931), and the mutual relationships of early Lopha and Plicatula are not known. As the hinge structures and muscle scars are not known in most of the described species, they should be further investigated.

Commonly, it has been assumed that shells of Lopha are invariably opisthogyre, but some of the Permian (Nakazawa and Newell, 1968) and Triassic plicated oysters are orthogyre. In cases in which the adductor scar is not visible, which seems to be the usual situation, right and left valves have been identified solely by the curvature of the beaks. Consequently, although we recognize a possibility that some of the early plicated oysters may have been ambidextrous, we note that ambidexterity really has not been established.

The oyster genus Lopha does not resemble bivalves older than latest Permian. Consequently, its ancestry is very uncertain. These plicated oysters are different from other oysters in many respects, and possibly they represent a line distinct from the gryphaeas.

Gryphaea has been reported from the Upper Triassic of widely scattered areas in the Northern Hemisphere (Diener, 1923; Kutassy, 1931), and it is anticipated stratigraphically by the similar Pseudomonotis of the Permian (fig. 1).

The early Mesozoic genera Terquemia Tate, 1867; Enantiostreon Bittner, 1901; and Neusaagia Hertlein, 1952 (fig. 4B, C) are similar costate, but not plicate, forms cemented at the umbo of the strongly convex right valve. Cox (1964) has placed them in a separate family, the Terquemiidae, leading probably to the Spondylidae. Dextral attachment led Cox to regard the Terquemiidae as pectinaceans. Certainly both families lack the byssal notch in adults. In the Spondylidae, this feature commonly is visible in early growth lines.

As far as we can determine from the literature, and from the few Triassic specimens of the Terquemiidae that we have seen, the presence or absence of a larval byssal notch or slit within the attachment cicatrix cannot be demonstrated in ordinary specimens. Consequently, we are left with uncertainty in regard to this significant character. If the notch were really lacking at all ontogenetic stages, we would regard them as possibly transitional to the Plicatulidae which differ from pseudomonotids and oysters in possessing an internal ligament and isodont dentition.

COMPARISON OF THE PSEUDOMONOTIDAE AND THE GRYphaeidae

Similarities

In spite of their sinistrality and lack of byssal apparatus, some gryphaeas are remarkably similar to the Paleozoic Pseudomonotidae. The similarities are so numerous that we regard them as evidence of relationship rather than the results of adaptive convergence.
Some anatomical differences conveniently distinguish gryphaeans and oysters from the Pseudomonotidae, e.g., loss of the foot and lack of a byssal notch in the former. Modern oysters possess a higher grade of gill structure than the Pectinacea. The former more closely resemble eulamellibranch ctenidia than the filibranch ctenidia of the pectinaceans. Unfortunately, gill characters cannot be assessed in fossils. We know that the Pseudomonotidae had shells similar to those of the Aviculopectinidae in general form, ligament, and shell microfabric. The inner ostracum in both probably was composed of aragonite (Newell “1937” [1938]), and we can now demonstrate that it was crossed-lamellar in Pseudomonotis, sensu stricto, as in Aviculopecten. Consequently, we conclude that these two families are closely related and probably had a common origin in the early Mississippian or Devonian.

Late in the Paleozoic, and in the Triassic, a number of groups of the Pterioida developed foliated calcite shells with, or without, crossed-lamellar inner layers. This innovation may have occurred independently in different groups, which include Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) wandageensis, new species, the Ostreina, the Pectinidae, and the Anomiidae.

The Pseudomonotidae are classed here as pectinaceans very close to the Aviculopectinidae. We also entertain the view expressed long ago by Termier and Termier (1949) that the Pseudomonotidae may lie in the ancestry of the Gryphaeidae (see also Newell, 1960). As indicated above, the Pseudomonotidae may also have given rise to the family Spondylidae. The Plicatulidae, on the other hand, apparently represent a separate, possibly independent branch.

We may now summarize the fundamental characteristics possessed in common by the Paleozoic Pseudomonotidae and the post-Paleozoic Gryphaeidae:

1. The left valve commonly is more convex than the right.
2. The left valve in some cases overlaps the right, that is, the two valves may be discordant. The reverse asymmetry is unknown.
3. The outer ostracum of the left valve, in most cases, is homogeneous (or foliate), not prismatic, whereas the outer ostracum of the right valve commonly shows patches of prismatic structure, at least in juvenile stages.
4. The outer ostracum of both valves in Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) wandageensis, new species, displays foliate structure similar to that of Ostrea and Gryphaea (fig. 2).
5. Many species of both groups are cemented to the substrate at some ontogenetic stage.
6. Some species of the Paleozoic Pseudomonotidae bear ornamentation very like the sculpture of Crassostrea, Exogyra, or Gryphaea.
7. Many species in both groups display a posteroventral marginal embayment and corresponding radial fold and sulcus corresponding to a palliobranchial fusion point and retraction of the mantle margin just below an exhalant orifice (fig. 1). This feature is lacking in other members of the Pterioida.

**Differences**

Cementation of bivalves to the substrate results, in most cases, in marked variability of shape and ornamentation. Much of this variability does not directly reflect the impressed details of the substrate but rather is caused by interference with growth at the mantle margin. Nevertheless, cemented bivalves of unrelated groups may display general convergence of form. “The ostrean form is due to the conditions of a direct cemented fixation acting upon a pelecypod shell. Given such conditions, and a closely similar form is the result in widely separated genera of the class” (Jackson, 1890, p. 322). Several superfamilies of bivalves (Ostreacea, Pectinacea, Chamacea, Unionacea) have at one time or another produced cemented, oyster-like shells, but we are concerned here with the oysters of the suborder Ostreina—such genera as Ostrea, Lopha, Gryphaea, and Exogyra.

The characters of the Ostreina that distinguish this suborder from cemented pectinaceans (except the filibranch Plicatulidae, which also lose the foot and byssus at metamorphosis) are: (1) byssal notch lacking at all growth stages; (2) foot and most pedal muscles lacking in postveliger stages; and (3) cemented valve anatomic ally the left valve.
MORPHOLOGY OF THE PSEUDOMONOTIDAE

MUSCULATURE

The prodissococonch of the Pteriomphora possesses two approximately equal adductor muscles, but the anterior adductor in all the pleuroconchs of this subclass atrophies early in growth and is missing in most adults of the Pterina and Ostreina, which characteristically are monomyarians. Anthony (1905) and Yonge (1936, 1953) have summarized evolutionary consequences of the loss of an anterior adductor, which they attribute to byssal fixation.

The single posterior adductor muscle in the Pteriomphora is inserted slightly behind the center of each valve. It is differentiated into an anterior or anterodorsal striated “quick” muscle and a posterior or posteroventral unstriated “catch” muscle (fig. 5). The former is employed in quick closure of the shell as a means of freeing the interior of sediment. In the Pectinidae and Limidae this part of the adductor is employed in swimming and escape movements. The catch muscle, on the other hand, contracts slowly but has the remarkable ability to remain contracted for days or weeks at a time.

Yonge (1936) has shown that the form and relative dimensions of the insertion areas of these two portions of the adductor vary taxonomically and probably are related to function. In general, the most active animals of the group, the swimmers, display a relatively large quick muscle which has two or three times the area, in cross section, of the catch muscle. In cemented forms such as Spondylus or Plicatula and the oysters, the catch muscle may be as large as or larger than the quick muscle (fig. 5). Galtsoff (1964, p. 42) has documented marked variability in the shape of adductor scars in Crassostrea virginica. Rounded shells tend to have broad muscle scars, whereas high, slender shells of the same species display correspondingly narrow scars.

Among the Paleozoic shells described in the present study, the details of the adductor muscle commonly are not visible, but there is at least a suggestion that the quick muscle was relatively large in right valves of some forms (Pachypteria) and relatively small in others (Pseudomonotis), with ratios, respectively, of about 3.5/1 and 0.5/1, but our material is not adequate for a firm conclusion to be drawn. The muscle scars generally are not clearly defined, and precise delineation and measurement are not possible. Consequently, we are not prepared to attribute any fundamental significance to these apparent differences.

Small, somewhat variable, anterodorsal muscle impressions occur in Paleozoic pseudomonotids. By analogy with modern species of Pseudotida these are interpreted as pedal levators (Newell, “1937” [1938], fig. 1). They are shallow and only rarely visible in our specimens; consequently, our interpretations must be regarded as tentative.

Unusual and anomalous features of some pseudomonotids, as compared with living oysters, are the apparent differences in form and symmetry of the adductor muscle scar in each of the two valves (figs. 6 and 7).

The adductor scar of the left valve is longer and somewhat different in shape from that of the right (fig. 6). The posterodorsal extremity of this scar (r) extends farther toward the hinge than does that of the right valve. This difference recalls the situation in the Pectinidae in which a single pedal retractor occupies a position above the quick muscle of the left valve (Newell, “1937” [1938], fig. 1b). Much more work is needed, however, on pseudomonotid musculature as instructive specimens become available.

THE LIGAMENT

Shell features associated with the ligament in the Aviculopectinidae and Pseudomonotidae (Newell, “1937” [1938]) are closely similar to those of the living pearl clam Pinctada and to those of Lima. Presumably, the ligament of the extinct families was similar to that of the living forms. An obliquely triangular resilifer below the beak in each valve lies near the middle of a broad, flat cardinal area. In these forms, the symmetrically paired resilifers are shallow depressions.

The ligament area in oysters is similar, but differs somewhat in that the mid-portion of the resilifer of the right valve is elevated in a boss (fig. 8), instead of being concave. In adult living pterids and oysters, e.g., Pinctada and Crassostrea, respectively, the axis of rotation in the closing motion of the valves varies in position...
Fig. 6. Interpretative diagrams of musculature in *Pseudomonotis*. A, B. *Pseudomonotis sinuata* (Meek and Worthen), Pennsylvanian, Illinois, composite of several specimens. A. Left valve. B. Right valve. C, D. *Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) likharevi* Newell and Boyd, new species, Permian, western United States, composite of several specimens in the American Museum of Natural History. A, B, approximately ×2.5; C, D, slightly less than ×1.

**Abbreviations:** c, catch muscle; f, byssal foramen; g, Quenstedt muscle; p, pedal levator muscles (incomplete in A); q, quick muscle; r, pedal retractor.
from about one-half to three-fourths of the height of the resilium below its apex.

During ontogeny, the shell material of the hinge becomes greatly thickened by internal accretion, the axis of rotation at the shell inner margin migrates ventrally as the hinge margin is extended, and external, divergent, flat ligament areas (interareas, or cardinal areas) are produced by the growth trace of the hinge margin. The broken and worn ligament adheres to the outward-diverging surfaces of this ligament area. Some pectinaceans, e.g., the Aviculopectinidae, Pseudomonotidae, Spondylidae, and Hinnites, also show this growth phenomenon in which the hinge axis is separated from the dorsal margin of the shell by divergent, flat ligament areas.

Both Trueman (1951) and Galtsoff (1964) have regarded this kind of ligament as "internal," but we prefer to limit that designation to resilia that lie entirely below the hinge axis, as in the Pectinidae, Nuculidae, and Crassatellidae. Such forms do not display flattened external ligament areas in normal adult shells. In these, ordinarily, there is little or no tendency for the hinge axis to migrate downward from the dorsal margin of the shell during growth.

The right, or lower, interarea commonly intersects the plane of the valves at a high angle, more or less 90 degrees, a condition termed "catacline" in brachiopods.

The cardinal area of left (dorsal) valves is...
most frequently about parallel to the plane of commissure. This is the "orthocline" condition of dorsal valves of brachiopods (e.g., see Williams and Rowell, 1965, p. H60).

These differences of inclination in ligament area of the two valves in pseudomonotids clearly are determined by unequal convexity of the corresponding valves, and the interareas show something of the marked variability of the shell form.
AN UNDERSTANDING of the significance of various modes of preservation of fossil bivalves is essential for the correct interpretation of their morphology. Consequently, we have given some attention to details of fossilization of our specimens (fig. 9).

A few of our specimens from New Mexico are preserved as natural molds in dolomitic limestone, and the selectivity of leaching of fossil shells from carbonate matrix constitutes a major problem which we are not prepared to discuss here. Most of the specimens on which this study is based are siliceous pseudomorphs from western Texas and Wyoming obtained by the dissolving of selected blocks of limestone in hydrochloric acid. Complete specimens obtained in this way are very rare. Because of the extraordinary fragility of the silicified pseudomonotids, a majority of specimens disintegrate during laboratory leaching. Breakage before burial probably was also a contributory factor in this damage.

The diagenetic processes by which fossil invertebrates are preserved as molds or replaced by silica are not well understood. Possibly the original organic content of the calcareous skeletons provided conditions essential for changes leading to substitution of quartz for calcareous shells. Many of our silicified shells may be considered as casts formed by silica infilling of natural molds. In other cases, the modifications evidently were complex, involving multiple stages of leaching. The genetic significance of these variations is not presently understood. In all examples, the original microscopic fabric of the molluscan shells has been completely destroyed. Only the topography has been more or less well preserved.

The silicified shells display several modes of preservation, some of which are rather characteristic of different localities, which suggests local variations in conditions of fossilization and diagenesis.

In one kind of fossilization of pseudomonotids found in the Glass Mountains Permian, a thin outer-shell layer is preserved in fine detail as silica, whereas the inner layer, bearing muscle attachment sites and hinge structures, has been selectively leached away. Comparison of these shells with better-known related bivalve groups (the Aviculopectinididae and Pteriidae) indicates that the two layers, before silicification, were the outer ostracum, of calcite, and the inner ostracum, of metastable aragonite. Calcareous shells of fossil bivalves in which the inner aragonitic ostracum has been removed by differential leaching are well known (Newell, "1937" [1938], 1942). Our silicified examples have evidently been subjected to an additional diagenetic stage in which fine-grained quartz was in some manner substituted for the calcite outer ostracum.

Commonly, the outer ostracum in these shells is preserved so faithfully as to reproduce original details of surface sculpture and topography marred only by scattered beekite rosettes. The inner surface of the outer ostracum, originally covered by the inner shell deposits, also displays growth lines and subdued reflection of outer ornamentation. But why is a siliceous equivalent of the inner ostracum lacking in these specimens? We can only suppose that the aragonitic inner ostracum was dissolved, and that the space originally occupied by it was closed by compaction before the onset of silicification.

Although the loss of the internal layer is an obstacle to studies of several shell features, it presents at least one advantage. Many cemented right valves of Prospindylus are still attached to the original substrate—a brachiopod, another bivalve, or a bryozoan colony. The attachment object normally would conceal the earliest growth stages of the cemented valve. Where the inner layer of this valve has been selectively removed by dissolution, the configuration of the nepionic shell is shown in the early growth lines of the inner surface of the outer ostracum (fig. 9F).

Silicified, small, encrusting epizoans—bryozoans, spirorbids, spiny brachiopods—frequently are in contact with the inner surface of the outer ostracum, an anomalous relationship that requires close attention (fig. 9I, J). The more common relationship, however, shows that missing shell material once intervened between epizoan and outer ostracum (fig. 9E). Intermediate cases are represented by several valves in which juvenile brachiopods are attached by
spines to a partly leached inner layer. In these cases, the attachment sites of spines of individual brachiopods overlap more than one shell lamina.

Some of the cases described above might encourage the view that the aragonitic inner ostracum was either partially or completely removed by selective dissolution before the shells were colonized by epizoans. We know of no modern example of leaching of aragonitic shells on a carbonate sea floor, although Reymert (1958, p. 134) recorded etching in modern Nautilus shells after several days in aerated salt water. Investigators of the Cretaceous Chalk of southern England have cited circumstantial evidence that aragonitic shells were dissolved on the sea floor while calcitic ones were unaffected (Jefferies, 1962, p. 614; Hudson, 1967, p. 477). Gill and Cobban (1966, p. 42) also found evidence of pre-burial etching of ammonite shells in the Cretaceous Pierre Shale of Wyoming, but this was a non-carbonate depositional environment.

An encrusting calcitic organism originally cemented to the surface of the inner layer could be pressed against the outer ostracum by compaction after selective removal of the inner ostracum by dissolution. Wherever the inner ostracum is unusually thin, as beneath an external furrow, the inferred compaction would be minimal. Seilacher (1963, p. 611) has interpreted calcitic epizoans on ammonite steinkerns as reflecting dissolution of the aragonitic ammonite shell during diagenesis.

In summary, we have much evidence of post-burial corrosion of the inner ostracum and compaction of inner matrix against the outer shell layer of Permian pseudomonotids, and it appears to us probable that compaction usually has prevented the development of open spaces during dissolution of the aragonitic layer. Yet the thin outer ostracum of these silicified shells commonly does not display deformation clearly attributable to compaction, and a gap between epizoan and inner surface of the outer ostracum is present in many cases. This indication that compaction has been negligible directed our attention to the few specimens that might be cited in support of a hypothesis for pre-burial selective leaching of aragonitic shells on the sea floor. In such specimens epizoans apparently are cemented directly to the inner surface of the outer ostracum. Are appearances here deceiving?

Although the pseudomonotid shells at some localities in the Glass Mountains characteristically lack a replica or mold of an inner ostracum, such a replica or mold is morphologically intact in shells from other localities. The inner surface of the valves is well represented in siliceous pseudomorphs of whole valves (fig. 20). In the latter case, it is convenient and accurate to regard each silicified valve as a natural cast of the calcareous original. Microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline quartz underlies all shell surfaces, with minute crystal pyramids directed inward into space formerly occupied by calcium carbonate. Some valves are preserved, thus, as thin-walled, hollow, siliceous capsules. In others, the molds tend to be filled with inwardly directed, drusy quartz crystals that become coarser toward the dividing plane that separates the inner and outer halves of the geode. In this latter kind of preservation the valve cannot be differentiated into an inner and outer ostracum.

In still other types of preservation, the inner and outer ostracum are clearly distinguishable by unlike secondary fabrics. The topography of the outer ostracum is commonly well preserved in fine-grained quartz, but original shell fabrics are not recognizable. In one type of preservation, the inner ostracum is represented by extensive patches of alveolar quartz (fig. 9B). In another type, the original topography of the valve interior is preserved by a continuous layer of blades, each with its two longest dimensions in the original surface (fig. 9A). Beneath this surface layer, the blades are commonly edgewise to the outer surface and loosely packed, resulting in a spongy interior. In cases in which the inner surface is not preserved over the entire valve, its present margin is characterized by fans of radiating blades.
SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS

SUPERFAMILY PECTINACEA RAFINESQUE, 1815

FAMILY PSEUDOMONOTIDAE NEWELL, "1937" [1938]

From Pseudomonotinae Newell, "1937" [1938].

Diagnosis: Weakly to strongly intercalate-costate, left valve characteristically appreciably more convex than the right; byssate in juveniles, suborbicular to irregular; monomysorian, edentulous, with short hinge line, bluntly rounded or obtuse auricles, divergent flat cardinal areas, and triangular median resilifers; byssal notch of right valve distally constricted, with an internally thickened rim, sealed from within by secondary deposits in adults of cemented species; juvenile shell pectinoid, varying in form from retrocrescent to procrecent1 generally set off from the mature shell by growth changes in convexity and ornamentation; shell microstructure in Pseudomonotis, sensu stricto, as in Aviculopectinidae, inner ostracum crossed-lamellar; right outer ostracum coarsely prismatic; left outer ostracum finely prismatic or homogeneous. In subgenus P. (Trematiconcha), outer ostracum foliate and inner ostracum concentric crossed-lamellar, in both valves.

Distribution: Lower Carboniferous (Viséan), Belgium, Mauritania; Upper Carboniferous, Soviet Union, United States; Permian, Lower Triassic, cosmopolitan.

Discussion: There is considerable variation in the nature of the pallial line in shells referred to this family. In many, no trace of a pallial line is observable, a situation commonly modified by faint cross striations reflecting radial strands of the pallial muscles. In many shells, the line becomes discontinuous at the two dorsal terminations, being represented there by a few pits of the pallial muscles somewhat smaller than the impressions of the pedal muscles.

Several mainly Mesozoic bivalve genera not reviewed herein are similar in shell form and microstructure to the Paleozoic Pseudomonotididae and the Aviculopectinidae. They include Malagrinella Whitfield, 1885; Leptochondria Bittner, 1891; Mccoyella Etheridge, 1892; Epecten Douville, 1897; Claraia Bittner, 1891; and Arcotis Boydlevsky, 1960. These have been variously referred to the Aviculopectinidae, the Pseudomonotididae, the Pectinidae, the Terque- miidae, and the Oxytomidae. As far as we can ascertain, none of these genera is markedly spiny and none displays any tendency for obsolescence of the byssus or cementation to the substrate.

The fossil Claraia of the Lower Triassic and Leptochondria, however, do share a number of morphological characters in common with the type species of Pseudomonotis. In Claraia, these characters include a tendency for the right valve to display concentric corrugations, the byssal notch to be distally constricted, and the proximal part of the notch internally to bear a thickened, spoutlike rim (fig. 10). The species of Claraia characteristically are less convex, more circular in profile, and lack the distinctive posterior lobe of Pseudomonotis speluncaria. Unfortunately, internal features and the shell microfabric of Claraia are unknown.

Leptochondria is even less well understood. In form and ornamentation, it resembles juveniles of Pseudomonotis speluncaria, the type species of Pseudomonotis, but hinge details, internal features, and shell microstructure are unknown. It may represent a paedomorphic development stemming from Permian Pseudomonotis. Unlike Pseudomonotis, however, Leptochondria and Claraia possess comparatively thin, delicate shells.

Genus Pseudomonotis Beyrich, 1862

Type Species: Gryphites speluncaria Schlotheim, 1816, Zechstein, Permian, Germany, subsequently designated by Stoliczka, 1871.

Subjective Synonym: ?Aviculoemonotis Grabau, 1931, Permian, Mongolia (unrecognizable). =Eumicrotus Meek, 1864. Type species: Monotis hawni Meek and Hayden, 1858, Lower Permian (Big Blue Series), Kansas.

Diagnosis: Pectinoid shells with vertical growth axis, deeply inflated, almost hemispherical left valve, and concave or flat right valve; ornamentation obsolescent or composed...
of simple, scaly costae or costellae, usually somewhat finer on right valve, increasing in both valves by intercalation; cardinal areas subequal; byssal slit externally narrow, or limited to a foramen near the beak; left valves of adults commonly with broad, shallow, posterior sulcus and corresponding marginal sinus forming lower border of exhalant quadrant; posterior auricle commonly obtuse.

**DISTRIBUTION:** Pennsylvanian–Permian, United States, Soviet Union; Lower Permian, Western Australia; Upper Permian (Zechstein), western Europe, England, Greenland.

**DISCUSSION:** Two Scythian species, *Halobia occidentalis* Whiteaves, and *Monotis boreas* Oeberg, referred by Tozer (1961), to *Pseudomonotis* superficially recall *Leptochondria* Bittner, or juvenile *P. speluncaria*.

Logan (1967) has shown that the left valve of *P. speluncaria* passes through a nearly equilaterial juvenile stage. At this growth stage, shells of *P. speluncaria* are very similar in form and ornamentation to adult *Leptochondria*. The right valve of *Leptochondria* is not adequately known; consequently, we are uncertain about the family affiliations of this genus.

The genus *Eumicrotus* Meek, 1864, as illustrated by the holotype of the type species, *hauini* Meek and Hayden, 1858, possessed an open byssal slit throughout life (Newell, “1937” [1938], pl. 17, figs. 11a, b). In this respect, and in other critical characters, it is not significantly different from *Pseudomonotis, sensu stricto*. Specimens thought by Newell to be cemented, and referred by him to *P. hauini*, are equivocal and should be reinvestigated (Newell, “1937” [1938], e.g., pl. 18, figs. 11a, b).

**PSEUDOMONOTIS SUBGENUS (PSEUDOMONOTIS)**

**BEYRICH, 1862**

**Figures 1A, B, 2A–E, 6A, B, 11–13**

**DIAGNOSIS:** Byssal notch entire throughout ontogeny, proximally enlarged; two or three pedal muscle insertions on both valves near proximal extremity of byssal slit in front of umbonal cavity.

**DISTRIBUTION:** Pennsylvanian, Lower Permian (Wolfcampian), United States; Upper Carboniferous-Permian, Soviet Union; Upper Permian (Zechstein), Germany, England, Greenland. Characteristic shells of this subgenus have not yet been recognized above the Wolfcampian in North America.

**DISCUSSION:** The species of *Pseudomonotis, sensu stricto*, are characterized by rather subdued ornamentation, and they are relatively free from spines (figs. 11, 12). The subgenus *Pseudomonotis* is represented in argillaceous and calcareous shales and dolomitic calcarenites. It is also well represented in the so-called Zechstein reefs.

**Pseudomonotis speluncaria** (Schlotheim), 1816

**Figures 1A, B, 12, 13**

**DIAGNOSIS:** Left valve strongly inflated, with posterior sulcus and lobe well developed in specimens more than about 20 mm. high; height and length of left valve about equal; right valve flat; umbo of left valve beaked, opisthogyrate; shell prosocline in earliest ontogeny, passing through infracrescent stage in juveniles to slightly retrocrescent, secondarily, at maturity; hinge margin short, with bluntly rounded posterior ear; sculpture variable (fig. 13), weakly to strongly costate, with ribs of one to three intercalating ranks, becoming nearly smooth in a majority of large adults; concentric lamellae commonly with vaulted frills at intersection with costae; right valve subcircular, with concentric rugae and more or less obsolete costae; byssal slit narrow, internally teardrop-shaped, constricted distally, open throughout ontogeny; resilifer inclined obliquely backward, correlated with opisthogyre beaks.

**DISTRIBUTION:** This species is widely distributed in Upper Permian (Zechstein, Kazanian) calcareous rocks of northwestern Europe, Eng-

---

**Fig. 10. Claraia clarai** (Emmrich), G.S.C. No. 14196, right valve, Lower Triassic, Spray River Group, Brazean River, Alberta.
land, and Greenland. It has been reported dubiously from the Tethyan regions.

**Discussion:** An extensive and competent review of this species was made by Logan (1967) who has substantially advanced our knowledge of *P. speluncaria*. He showed (fig. 13) that variation within this species is mainly in details of ornamentation of the left valve. The right valve commonly displays only traces of costae, together with low rugae and growth lines. The largest specimen cited by Logan was 38 mm. high.

Ontogenetic changes in form and ornamentation of the shell do not indicate early metamorphosis, as in some species of the family, and there is no cicatrix around the umbo of the right valve. These facts, in context with the open slit, suggest that *P. speluncaria* retained a functional byssus throughout life, a conclusion also reached by Nicol (1944). On the other hand, the uneven contours of the exterior of the right valve suggest adherence to the substrate by means of a heavy byssus. Several species of *Pseudomonotis* display an

---

incipient circular foramen at the proximal extremity of the byssal slit (fig. 11C), a feature doubtless homologous with the byssal aperture in the subgenus *Trematiconcha*. Such an incipient foramen is not, however, displayed by *Pseudomonotis speluncaria*.

As pointed out on a previous page, left valves of juveniles of this species (fig. 13G) are similar to adults of *Leptochondria* Bittner, 1891, and it is possible that the latter is a neotenic descendant of *Pseudomonotis*. We are unable, however, to ascertain the nature of the byssal slit in *Leptochondria*, a genus that has been referred to the Aviculopectinidae and the Pectinidae. The phylogenetic placement of *Leptochondria* is, for the present, uncertain.

*Pseudomonotis speluncaria* resembles the American Pennsylvanian *P. equistriata* Beede rather closely in form and ornamentation (Newell, “1937” [1938]). The latter (fig. 11A–E), however, has slightly finer and more numerous ribs, and the anterior auricle of the left valve is better developed than in *P. speluncaria*. Generally, the posterior sulcus and lobe, so characteristic of adults of *P. speluncaria*, are lacking in *P. equistriata*.

**PSEUDOMONOTIS (TREMATICONCHA)**

NEWELL AND BOYD, NEW SUBGENUS

Figures 2F–H, 6C, D, 14, 15, 16

**TYPE SPECIES**: *Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) wandageensis* Newell and Boyd, new species.

**DIAGNOSIS**: Shells robust at maturity, commonly higher than 10 cm., thick-shelled; cardinal areas subequal; ribs obsolescent, or weak to strong, fewer in left than in right valve, scaly or spinose; byssal opening closed at anterior margin of right valve at intermediate growth stage, modified thus as a circular or elongate foramen near right beak; foramen slitlike and externally rugose, rounded and smooth internally and rimmed by a prominent collar.

**DISTRIBUTION**: Permian, widespread. Represented in America by a single variable species.
which is characteristic of highest Leonardian equivalents in Texas (Road Canyon), New Mexico (San Andres), Arizona, (Kaibab, Gamma Member), and Wyoming (Park City, Grandeur Member). Fragmentary specimens referable with some confidence to this subgenus, but specifically uncertain, were recognized at lower and higher Permian levels in southwestern United States (Hueco, Colina, Concha, Cathedral Mountain, Cherry Canyon, and beds between limestones 3 and 4 of the Word Formation). In Greenland, the subgenus is represented by *Pseudomonotis sparsicostata* Frebold, in white blocks of the Cape Stosch Formation with a Zechstein fauna (Newell, 1955). It also occurs in Kazanian rocks of the Lena Delta, Soviet Union, as "*Prospodylus*" noinskiyi Likharev. It was in this species that Boris Likharev (1931) first described the byssal foramen on which we are now basing the new subgenus. *Trematiconcha* occurs in Western Australia, in the Byro Group, of late Artinskian age, where it is represented by the type species of the subgenus *P. (Trematiconcha)* described below.

Large shells of *Trematiconcha* commonly contain polychaete burrows similar to those of present-day *Polydora* (fig. 15).

**Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) wandageensis**
Newell and Boyd, new species
Figures 2F–H, 14A–C

**Diagnosis:** Large, thick-shelled, more or less equilateral, with protruding left umbo, conspicuous exhalant lobe, and small, rounded-quadrilateral posterior auricle; left valve externally deeply convex, with relatively smooth umbo and 20 to 30 coarse, squamose costae over mature three-quarters of shell; right valve more rugose, irregularly concave, marked over juvenile shell by three or more ranks of fine costellae; markedly prosogyre in early growth, with procrecent...

---

**Fig. 13.** Characteristic phenotypes in an English population of the Permian *Pseudomonotis speluncaria* (Schlotheim). (From Logan, 1967).
Fig. 14. A–C. Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) wandageensis Newell and Boyd, new species. U.W.A. No. 27123, type species of Trematiconcha, new subgenus, Lower Permian, Wandagee Formation, Minilya River, Carnarvon Basin, Western Australia. D. Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) sparsicostata (Frebold), M.M.C.U. No. 9680, Stosch Formation ("white blocks"), Permian, east Greenland. A, C, ×1; B, ×2; D, ×1.5.
Fig. 15. *Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) likharevi* Newell and Boyd, new species, silicified examples, Park City (Grandeur) Formation, Lower Permian, Wind River Mountains, Wyoming; A.M.N.H. 2010. A, B. Young right valve, A.M.N.H. No. 28920, with distal part of auricle barely in contact with body of shell. C, D. Worn fragment of right valve, A.M.N.H. No. 28921, showing external slit (C) communicating with internal byssal foramen (D). E. Polychaete borings, enlargement of lower left-hand area of G. F. Latex cast of boring. G, H. Worn fragment of thick shell, A.M.N.H. No. 28922, showing internal byssal foramen (above) and large polychaete boring (below). I. Fragment of large left valve, A.M.N.H. No. 28924. J, K. Juvenile, A.M.N.H. No. 28925. A–D, J, K, ×1; E, ×3; F, ×6; G–I, ×0.5.
acceleration of anterior margin followed at maturity by more ventral, infracrescent, or slightly backward, retrocrescent, growth; resiliens approximately bilaterally symmetrical. Measurements of left valve of the holotype: height, 10.3 cm.; length, 8.3 cm.; dorsal margin, 4.2 cm.

Distribution: Wandagee Formation, Byro Group (late Artinskian), Western Australia.

Discussion: From the American P. (Trematiconcha) likharevi, new species, the Australian species differs in its relatively short hinge margin, subquadrate auricles, and more upright, less orbicular form. It is more similar to P. Trematiconcha) sparsicostata (Frebold) from Greenland (fig. 14D). From that species, wandageensis differs in its larger size, subquadrate auricles, and delicate costellae of the right valve.

**Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) likharevi**

Newell and Boyd, new species

Figures 6C, D, 15, 16

**Synonymy:** ?Pseudomonotis laevis Girty, 1909 (unrecognizable), Leonardian, New Mexico (Newell, “1937” [1938]).

**Diagnosis:** Shell large, orbicular to bluntly acuminate, left umbo subdued or prominent, surfaces marked by irregular growth rugae and, over mature areas, a few coarse primary costae bearing scales or subcylindrical spines; posterior extremity extended in well-developed posterior lobe.

---

**Fig. 16. Pseudomonotis (Trematiconcha) likharevi** Newell and Boyd, new species, San Andres Limestone, near Artesia, New Mexico; A.M.N.H. 2079. A. Latex cast of holotype, A.M.N.H. No. 28938, exterior of left valve. B. Latex cast of a paratype, A.M.N.H. No. 28939, interior of left valve. C. Latex cast of a paratype, A.M.N.H. No. 28940, interior of right valve, showing byssal foramen. A, ×1; B, C, ×0.6.
DISTRIBUTION: Rare in the San Andres Formation (A.M.N.H. 2079), New Mexico; Park City (Grandeur) Formation (A.M.N.H. 2010), Wyoming. It is also tentatively identified in fragmentary material from the high Word Formation (between limestones 3 and 4, U.S.N.M. 706b), Texas; Cherry Canyon (Lower Getaway) Formation (A.M.N.H. 512), Texas; Road Canyon Formation (U.S.N.M. 703d), Texas; Kaibab (Gamma) Limestone (A.M.N.H. 1068), Arizona; Cathedral Mountain Formation (U.S.N.M. 702), Texas; Bone Spring Formation (A.M.N.H. 46), Texas; Hueco Limestone (U.S.N.M. 728d), Texas; Colina Limestone (A.M.N.H. 1064), Arizona; Concha Formation (A.M.N.H. 1065), Arizona. These occurrences suggest a cumulative range of Wolfcampian-Middle Guadalupian, inclusive.

DISCUSSION: Shells of this species attain the largest dimensions of any pseudomonotids known to us and must be included among the largest Paleozoic bivalves. We have observed individuals, which are thought to represent this species, nearly 15 cm. high, from the Kaibab Limestone of the Grand Canyon region. A nearly complete right valve from the San Andres Formation measures 10.7 cm. long and 1.7 cm. thick below the foramen.

The right umbonal region is commonly irregular and flat to slightly concave. Although this shape suggests conformity to the substrate, we have not encountered recognizable xenomorphic impressions of attachment hosts, and none of the right valves is now adherent to foreign objects. It is concluded, therefore, that the shells were not fixed in a single position.

Small and medium-sized right valves display a prominent anterior auricle, very like that of Pseudomonotis, sensu stricto, and the posterior margin of the shell meets the hinge line at a slightly obtuse angle. Large right valves do not display subauricular marginal re-entrants, so that the angle between the anterior margin and the hinge line is, in some cases, more strongly obtuse than the comparable posterior angle, which is also the case with some large left valves. Left valves lack distinct auricles, although lateral slopes flatten somewhat away from the umbo, and they possess a posteroventral sulcus.

A growth series of right valves from Wyoming shows conspicuous ontogenetic changes in the anterodorsal margin. The smallest instructive right valve has an anterior auricle 14 mm. long and 5.5 mm. high at the distal end.

Except for the proximal part, both upper and lower surfaces of the byssal opening are characterized by a kind of ctenolium of very closely spaced laminae projecting straight into, and nearly meeting along, the axis of the notch.

Successively larger right valves show that increase in thickness of the shell was accompanied by ventral displacement of the byssal aperture. Thus, the top and bottom surfaces of the notch slope both inward and ventrally, and during growth the height of the free end of the anterior auricle increases. As a result, the external trace of the byssal slit is distinctly curved, convex ventrally. By contrast, the slit, as viewed from within, is aligned roughly parallel to the hinge line. With increasing valve thickness, a smooth but pronounced internal ridge, or collar, develops around the byssal slit. In valves more than 4 or 5 cm. in height, the slit becomes closed distally, leaving a very small, elongate, or subcircular foramen which opens externally near the beak, and the thickened collar may persist as a smooth rim around the much larger internal opening.

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resilifer Height* (in Cm.)</th>
<th>Distal End of Byssal Slit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Barely closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0+</td>
<td>Closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0+</td>
<td>Closed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Resilifer height is the only feature measurable on all the specimens.

Ornamentation is obsolescent on most valves. In fact, the largest left and right valves from Wyoming show no surface sculpture other than gross irregularities and discontinuities in growth. The lack of ribs in these large specimens may in part reflect imperfect preservation, but their rounded edges suggest pre-burial wear. Some surfaces have been significantly modified by boring organisms. Very weak ribbing also
characterizes *Pseudomonotis laevis* Girty, a virtually unrecognizable form from New Mexico (Newell, “1937” [1938]), and it may be that the new species *likharevi* will eventually be placed in synonymy with *P. laevis*, but their relationships cannot now be determined.

Other specimens in the collection exhibit concentric rows of spiny excrences. Some of these are simply arched scales of the marginal lamina. Others are more sharply defined subcylindrical spines formed by an incurring of the lower edges of the arched lamellae; the spines are characteristically irregular in size and spacing from valve to valve. Exceptional specimens, however, possess spines that are consistent in size and orientation over limited parts of a valve, and they may be closed below, distally forming cylindrical tubes (fig. 16A).

Right valves exhibit irregular, roughly concentric growth discontinuities in the dorsal area, and one specimen is delicately costate in this region. Spines characterize the ventral part of several valves beyond a height of 4 cm.

The cardinal area is dominated by a prominent triangular resilifier in each valve. The area decreases in height rather abruptly away from the resilifier. The cardinal area of the right valve forms a right angle, or slightly less, with the plane of commissure, whereas the area on left valves ranges from being parallel to the plane of commissure or deviating only slightly from this condition. In right valves, the resilifier is posteroventrally oblique.

A shallow umbonal cavity is created by the ventral expansion of the central part of the hinge plate. In general, the cavity is relatively shallow in small specimens and increasingly prominent in larger ones. Valve thickening in late growth stages produced, however, a counter effect, and the largest right valve shows little concavity below the hinge plate. The collection includes few specimens with good preservation of the posteroventral area, and the adductor muscle scar is not sharply defined on these valves. A small, but sharply defined pedal muscle scar is situated on both valves just below the anteroventral corner of the resilifier.

**(GENUS PACHYPTERIA KONINCK, 1885**

**Figures** 7C, 17

**Type Species**: *Ostrea nobilissima* Koninck, 1851 (1842–1851), monotypic, Lower Carboniferous (Viséan), Belgium.

**Diagnosis**: Ostreiform, dextrally cemented, irregularly ovoid. Shells with juvenile byssal slit becoming obsolete at early growth stage; left valve only moderately convex, with inconspicuous umbo; right valve flattened, with submerged byssiferous nepionic shell; auricles poorly defined, subquadrate; shell surfaces irregularly wrinkled and marked by uneven, imbricating lamellae, radial ornament lacking at all stages; cardinal areas subequal.

**Distribution**: Lower Carboniferous (Viséan), Belgium, ?England, ?United States (Kinderhook, Burlington, Iowa).

**Discussion**: This genus is very like the Permian *Prospondylus*, from which it differs in the non-protuberant left umbo and absence of radial ornamentation.

The great disparity in geological age of the two genera poses a problem. *Pachypteria* cannot readily be derived from any known ancestor, and it is not connected with *Prospondylus* by intergrading forms. Therefore the relationship between the two is highly conjectural. Possibly each evolved independently from separate genera of the Aviculopectinidae, comparable to the multiple origins of *Gryphaea* from *Ostrea* (Sylvester-Bradley, 1938).

Koninck’s descriptions and illustrations of *Pachypteria* were based on rather poor and incompletely prepared specimens. Through the courtesy of Prof. Bernhard Kummel, of Harvard University, we have examined two topotypes of *P. nobilissima* in the Museum of Comparative Zoology (fig. 17A, C–F). One of these clarifies details of the ligament area and the ontogeny not heretofore known. We conclude that citations of *Pachypteria* from Britain (Hind, 1904 [1896–1905, vol. 2]), Iowa (Paul, 1941), and Mauritania (Termier and Termier, 1949) are not well substantiated. In these, the critical characters of form, ornamentation, and ligament of *Pachypteria* were not demonstrated. Even more dubious are reports of *Pachypteria* in the Devonian of Belgium (Maillieux, 1935) and Germany (Freh, 1891). The affinities of the former are uncertain because of poor preservation. Possibly the fossils in question are brachiopods. *Pachypteria (?Ostrea) vetusta* Beyrich was described by Frech (1891) from the *Stringocephalus* limestone of Nassau.

After examining the holotype (by courtesy of Dr. J. Helms of the Institut für Paläontologie und Museum der Humboldt-Universität zur
Fig. 17. *Pachypteria nobilissima* (Koninck), topotypes of type species of *Pachypteria*, Visean, Visé, Belgium. 
A. Latex cast, M.C.Z. No. 87, interior of left valve. B. Koninck hypotype (Koninck, 1885, pl. 40, fig. 5), latex cast, interior of right valve. C-F, M.C.Z. No. 348. C. Left valve. D. Right valve. E, F. Hinge views, A-D, ×1; E, ×2; F, ×3.
Berlin), we believe that it is a fragmentary brachiopod similar to *Davidsonia*.

The musculature in *Pachypteria* is essentially like that of other members of the Pseudomonotidae (fig. 7C).

**Pachypteria nobilissima** (Koninck), 1851

Figures 7C, 17

*Ostrea nobilissima* Koninck, 1851 (1842–1851).

*Pachypteria nobilissima* (Koninck), 1885.

**DIAGNOSIS:** Same as the generic diagnosis.

**distribution:** Visé limestone, at Visé, Belgium.

**Discussion:** Shells of this species are extremely rare. To our knowledge there are five specimens collected by Koninck. Two of these (fig. 17A, C–F) are topotypes now in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University. The location of the lectotype, the sole specimen figured in 1851 by Koninck, is unknown to us. Two additional topotypes published by Koninck in 1885 are now in the Musée Royal d’Histoire Naturelle de Belgique, in Brussels. These were made available to us by Prof. Marius LeCompte. One of them is illustrated here (fig. 17B).

The approximate linear dimensions (in millimeters) of the five specimens are: lectotype, height 50, length 50; topotype 1, height 70, length 60; topotype 2, height 57, length 51; topotype 3, height 45, length 49; topotype 4, height 55, length 55.

**genus Prospodylus** Zimmermann, 1886

Figures 18–24

**Type Species:** By monotypy; *Prospodylus liebeanus* Zimmermann, 1886.

**Diagnosis:** Ovoid, pyriform and linguiform shells with smooth, obsolete ribs or strong, spiny, coarse, and irregular costae; left beak much more prominent than right; cardinal areas of two valves subequal and diverging at 45 degrees or less; cardinal area of left valve incurved or approximately in plane of commissure; byssal notch of right valve completely closed in adults, but open and probably functional throughout nepionic stage (e.g., to shell height of about 20 mm.), beyond which byssal aperture covered by accretions of inner ostracum, and adult margin without byssal notch or sinus; outside nepionic shell an area of right umbo some 20–40 mm. across cemented to substrate.

**Distribution:** Cathedral Mountain Formation (Leonardian) to Word Formation (Apple Ranch Member, Guadalupian), United States; Lower Zechstein, Germany.

**Discussion:** This genus differs from *Pseudomonotis*, *sensus stricto*, and *P.* (*Trematiconcha*) in the complete closure of the byssal notch during early ontogeny, and in the cemented habit of adults. It differs also from *Pachypteria* Koninck in its greater regularity of form and in the possession of scaly costae, whereas the latter lacks radial ornamentation; from *Neuvaagia* Hertlein and *Paleovaagia*, new genus, *Prospodylus* differs in its subequal convexity of the two valves and subequal cardinal areas. From some of the Ostreidae, which it closely resembles, *Prospodylus* differs in possessing a nepionic byssal notch in the right valve, and in being cemented by the right umbo of the post-nepionic stage. Ostreids, on the other hand, lack the byssal notch at all ontogenetic stages, and become cemented after the prodissocoche stage by the left valve. Both *Hinnites* and *Spondylus* possess submerged (internal) resilia. *Spondylus* possesses isodont denticulation wholly lacking in *Prospodylus*.

Zimmermann (1886) demonstrated that mature shells of the type species, *Prospodylus liebeanus*, lack the byssal slit. But Frech (1912), who evidently had not seen good examples of the species, argued that the apparent lack of the byssal notch was a result of faulty preservation. He employed *Prospodylus* for a wide range of shells which, besides the type species, included early Triassic species of *Eumorphotis*. Likharev (1931) affirmed the accuracy of Zimmermann's observations, but he expanded the concept of *Prospodylus* to include forms possessing a byssal foramen. Later, Newell ("1937" [1938]), influenced by Frech, classed *Prospodylus* as a junior synonym of *Pseudomonotis*.

We now believe that *Prospodylus* is a member of a morphological series, *Pseudomonotis* (*Pseudomonotis* – *Pseudomonotis* (*Trematiconcha*) – *Prospodylus* – *Paleovaagia* – *Neuvaagia* – *Spondylus*), which may also represent a phylectic series.

The genus *Prospodylus* must be interpreted in light of the characteristics of the type species. With the assistance of Dr. Jochen Helms, institut für Paläontologie der Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, we have been able to examine artificial casts and some natural molds of the collection on which the type species, *Prospodylus liebeanus*, was based. The types, now in the Museum für Naturkunde in Gera, were collected from
Lower Zechstein rocks near Pössneck, between Ranis and Crölpa, in East Germany.

Although the type specimens are preserved as molds in dolomitic limestone (fig. 18), they satisfactorily show the following characters: a pear-shaped silhouette, a circular adductor, a relatively short, non-auriculate hinge, and the lack of a byssal opening. The median, triangular, external resilifer is vertical or slightly declined backward. A small pedal muscle pit is visible at the anterior extremity of the pallial line. Another muscle pit lies just above the adductor. By analogy with the living Pectinacea, this should represent a gill retractor muscle.

The original microstructure of the shell is unknown. The inner ostracum of some of the American shells, however, was selectively leached away, leaving perfectly preserved details of both surfaces of the outer ostracum, after which the latter was replaced by silica (fig. 9). This mode of preservation indicates that the inner ostracum, unlike that of members of the

![Image of Prospondylus liebeanus](https://example.com/image18)

Fig. 18. *Prospondylus liebeanus* Zimmermann, type species of *Prospondylus*, Zechstein, Permian, East Germany. A. A paratype, M.N.F. No. 852, latex cast of left valve. B, C. A paratype, M.N.F. No. 851, latex casts of exterior and interior of right valve. D, E. Holotype, latex cast of right valve. A–C, E, ×1; D, ×2.
Ostreacea, was composed of the less stable aragonite, whereas the outer ostracum presumably was calcite. Elimination of the inner shell layer has exposed the nepionic shell with its byssal notch, a detail ordinarily not visible from the interior.

Prospodylus acinetus Newell and Boyd, new species

**Diagnosis:** Large, for Permian bivalves, ranging upward to estimated height well in excess of 10 cm., nearly smooth, or ornamented only over mature part of shell with irregular, broad, low radial ribs and equally broad and shallow, radial furrows crossed by irregular and unevenly spaced concentric growth frills that project tangentially, or at high angle from costae as flaring, inverted half-cones or half-cylinders; nepionic area of left valves nearly bald, or ornamented only by very fine costellae that disappear on mature shell; strong internal buttress curving around posterior margin of visceral cavity from posterior adductor to rear margin of resilifer, in both valves.


**Discussion:** From Prospodylus liebeanus Zimmerman, of the Zeichstein of Germany, adult shells of P. acinetus can be distinguished by its having a much stronger internal buttress. American shells range from nearly smooth to coarsely costate forms, but in every case they lack costellae in the intercostal furrows.

Some of the shells of Prospodylus acinetus show resemblance in the surface features to the modern oyster Crassostrea (Galtsoff, 1964) and Cretaceous Exogyra (Lerman, 1965), with variations in form and ornamentation that are very oyster-like. As in oysters, much of the variability can be attributed to the effect on the mantle margin of the cemented habit. Environmental influences on form and ornamentation are well established with Crassostrea virginica, but Lerman (1965) was unable to find such relationship in Exogyra. In any case, although there are local concentrations of rather distinctive shells (treated herein as Forms A–C), we cannot impute either ecological or temporal significance to the variation pattern.

The largest more or less complete valve measured 10 cm. in height and 7.5 cm. in length. Almost all specimens are fragmentary, but only a few would be larger, possibly 13 cm. high, if restored. Both valves undergo striking changes in form and ornamentation during ontogeny, but the changes are not closely correlated between right and left valves, and they are not very abrupt.

Up to a height of 1 to 1.5 cm., right valves are pectiniform, with a functional byssal notch, and they are slightly concave externally. This early stage apparently was not cemented, and the animal probably was free to move about, snail-like, as do the young of the modern Pectinidae. Theuncemented status is indicated not only by the shell symmetry, but also by the circumstance that this portion of the shell frequently is broken away from the surrounding cemented part of the umbo of the right valve. The pectiniform (nepionic) stage exhibits anteroventral expansion, a prominent anterior auricle, and a sharply defined byssal notch. The trace of the notch, as reflected by growth lines, is commonly about 5 mm. long. Beyond this dimension, the anterodorsal margin lacks the growth trace of a notch, and the slit is covered from within by deposits of the inner ostracum.

The attached area around the umbo of the right valve ranges in height from about 2 to 6 cm., and most right valves diverge sharply outward from the substrate at a height of 3 or 4 cm. The shape of the attached area was, of course, controlled by the configuration of the underlying surface; therefore the profile at right angles to a hinge at this stage may be concave, flat, or convex, with about equal frequency.

Only the thin, external layer is preserved in most specimens, so the relationship of the right valve to the underlying object in the area of attachment is commonly readily apparent. Where the underlying object presented a smooth, continuous surface, the encrusting surface of the right valve followed it in direct contact over the
Fig. 19. *Prospondylus acinetus* Newell and Boyd, new species, smooth form, silicified specimens, Glass Mountains, western Texas, Road Canyon Formation unless specified otherwise. A–C. External and internal views of left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154985; another specimen, a right valve, cemented to exterior of umbo; two cylindrical borings, origin unknown, near top of C; U.S.N.M. 703. D, G. Internal and external views of right valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154982; ramose bryozoan embedded in exterior, and smaller right valve of *acinetus* cemented to interior of shell; U.S.N.M. 703c. E. Interior of right valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154984; Neal Ranch Member, Word Formation, U.S.N.M. 701. F. Hinge area, left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154983, with damaged or pathological resilifer; U.S.N.M. 703. All × 1.
entire attachment area. In such cases, the thin exterior layer of the shell reflects delicate features such as brachiopod growth lines. In many instances, however, the right valves are attached to spiny objects, including the left valves of others of their kind. In these cases, the attachment area is discontinuously cemented to the spines of the host shell. The configuration of the thin exterior layer rises over spines and sags between them without reaching the base of the spines. As many as four small right valves may be attached to a single adult left valve.

Beyond the area of direct attachment, right valves are shaped like irregular saucers or very shallow bowls; external profiles at right angles to the hinge vary from flat to gently convex. Median longitudinal profiles are irregularly convex, with the lateral slopes of about equal

Fig. 21. *Prospondylus acinetus* Newell and Boyd, new species, spiny variety, silicified specimens, Permian, western Texas. A, B. Left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154986, encrusted externally by heavy growth of spiny brachiopods, bryozoans, and corals; U.S.N.M. 7260, Cathedral Mountain. C, D. Right valve, outer and inner views, A.M.N.H. No. 28932, with impression of unidentified host organism that served as substrate; A.M.N.H. 512, Lower Getaway. All × 1.
inclination, or with the anterior slope somewhat steeper. Linear growth of the hinge of the right valve is about equal on each side of the beak in some valves, but in others there is a greater posterior increment. In shells in which growth extended the hinge area beyond the surface of attachment, small subquadrate auricles are present. These are characterized by a flattening of the surface and by a modification or reversal of the inward slope of the valve outline approaching the hinge.

The shape of the left valve also changed notably during growth. Early growth resulted in a short, high, strongly convex form, smooth or ornamented by very fine costellae. Beyond a height of from 2 cm. to 4 cm., this pattern gives way to greater lateral expansion and an over-all flattening of the valve. As a result, profiles along the vertical dimension are strongly convex in the dorsal region, becoming gently convex or flat toward the venter. Growth extension of the hinge line commonly is greater posteriorly than
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Fig. 23. *Prospondylus acinetus* Newell and Boyd, new species, spiny variety, silicified examples, Permian, western Texas. A. Left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154969, with adherent juveniles of same species; U.S.N.M. 706e, Willis Ranch. B. Left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154970, with juvenile costellation over umbo; U.S.N.M. 721s, Road Canyon. C. Left valve, A.M.N.H. No. 28933; A.M.N.H. 600, Lower Getaway. D. Left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154971; U.S.N.M. 706c, China Tank. E. Right valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154972, inner view of outer ostracum, showing juvenile pectiniform stage and cementing brachiopods (leptodid, strophalosiid) pressed against bivalve shell after leaching of inner ostracum; U.S.N.M. 706, Willis Ranch. F. Outer view of same. This shell was cemented to a bryozoan colony which had grown over a brachiopod. G. Right valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154973, attached to a richthofenid brachiopod; U.S.N.M. 719z. A, C–G, × 1; B, × 2.
anteriorly. Small auricles are present in some valves in which slight flattening develops laterally to the umbo. On left valves characterized by this development, the posterior auricle is the more prominent.

General growth expansion of both valves proceeded more or less equally anteroventrally and posteroventrally, until the shell attained a height of about 4 cm. From this point, most valves exhibit accelerated anteroventral expansion.

In mature individuals, the resilifer, which commonly extends slightly below the rest of the ventral margin of the cardinal area, is slightly higher than wide, upright rather than oblique, and similar in the two valves. Some individuals display a median fold in the resilifer, interpreted as a result of pathologic splitting or division of the resilium (fig. 19F).

Left valves commonly have a large, broadly rounded umbonal cavity, whereas most right valves have only a small low recess under the ventral part of the resilifer. In exceptional right and left valves the cavity is lacking.

The interiors of both valves possess distinctive curved buttress ridges, around the visceral cavity, trending from the posteroventral corner of the resilifer across the floor of the valve to the posterodorsal corner of the adductor muscle scar. In the left valve, this ridge is commonly less conspicuous, as it coincides with an angular change in slope from the convex umbonal region to the flatter marginal zone.

The detailed characteristics of musculature are not visible. The adductor scar is rather weakly imprinted on the posterior side of the valve between one-third and one-half of the height of a valve below the beak.

The cardinal area is relatively short in both right and left valves, is two to four times its height, and is very much shorter than the maximum shell length. The cardinal area of the right valve slopes ventrally inward some 110 to 120 degrees with respect to the plane of commissure (apsacline condition in brachiopod terminology: Williams and Rowell, 1965, p. H60), and the highest part of the cardinal area coincides with the apex of the valve. The cardinal area of the left valve is approximately parallel to the plane of commissure or slightly incurved (apsacline). The umbo rises well above the cardinal area.

The ornamentation over the mature parts of the shell is similar on the two valves. It is highly variable, and there is a tendency for certain combinations of form and ornamentation to characterize samples from individual localities, tempting us to conclude that we might be dealing with geographic races or ecophenotypes. The tantalizing suggestion of segregation, however, cannot be quantified or documented with the small and generally fragmentary samples available. Three arbitrary classes of ornamentation in what appears to be a continuum distinguish Forms A–C.

Some or all of the individuals at all localities exhibit costae, and these commonly are discontinuous. This rough and irregular ornamentation first appears on left valves at a height of 1 to 4 cm., and the fine costellae of the umbonal area do not continue onto the adjacent mature surface.

No individual ridge of the mature surface persists very far before bending downward into the general surface, terminating as a tangential hollow spine overhanging the subsequent valve increment, or terminating as an erect spine by an upturn of the lamina. Some of the last mentioned even recurve outward and upward toward the hinge. New costae appear both by branching and by implantation. Spines commonly vary in size, shape, and orientation on a single valve. In fact, individual spines commonly vary in these respects throughout their length. The spines are arched projections of a thin outer-shell lamina and thus are hollow and open on the under side. They vary in frequency from individual to individual, and in lateral and longitudinal spacing.

The most common expression, Form A (figs. 22, 23), is characterized by irregular, coarse costae surmounted by scattered, tangential, hollow spines. Frequently, these originate as low ridges and are distinct projections only at their distal ends. Other ridges, instead of terminating in low spines, plunge and disappear before reaching the shell margin. These may give the effect of crude, discontinuous plications. This ornamentation is relatively uncommon in the stratigraphically older specimens of P. acinetus, but predominates near the top of its known range, in the Word Formation (Willis Ranch Member).

A second expression in ornamentation is found in Form B (fig. 24). These shells have a frilled appearance due to projecting scales. The scales are curved upward, and their free lateral margins expand outward and upward instead of
curving downward as in subcylindrical spines. Thus, the terminal part of each scale is not a point but a tongue-shaped, concave-upward projection. Where adjacent spines coalesce, the effect becomes one of individual shell lamellae overlapping younger ones like irregular shingles, with the free edge of a lamina rising outward from the underlying surface. This type of ornamentation characterizes nearly all specimens of the species from one locality in the Cathedral Mountain Formation of the Glass Mountains, western Texas (U.S.N.M. 702c). It is also found

Fig. 24. Prospondylus acinetus Newell and Boyd, new species, frilled variety, silicified examples, Permian, Glass Mountains, western Texas. A. Left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154974; U.S.N.M. 702c, Road Canyon. B. Fragment of left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154975; U.S.N.M. 702c, Road Canyon. C–E, Bivalved specimen, U.S.N.M. No. 154976, showing inequivalved profile and character of ornamentation; U.S.N.M. 706, Willis Ranch. D. Cephalopod fragment which served the bivalve as a substrate for attachment by right valve. All × 1.
in other Leonardian collections but is rare in younger material.

A third grade of surface is recognized in Form C (figs. 19, 20). These shells are nearly devoid of ornamentation over the mature shell except that localized areas of some valves show a tendency for the development of obscure, coarse radial ribs, and fine costellae over juvenile area of umbones. This type of ornamentation predominates in a small area in the Road Canyon Formation of the Glass Mountains, western Texas (U.S.N.M. 703, 703c), but it also occurs sparsely at other horizons.

The new species is based on a fair number of silicified specimens, all from the Glass Mountains, western Texas. Form A is represented by 19 specimens that adequately display surface ornamentation and marginal profiles, plus 54 in which inner surface features are shown.

Form B is represented by five specimens with intact margin, and 32 more fragmentary valves. Internal characteristics are preserved in material from five localities.

Form C is represented by one nearly complete valve and 20 instructive fragmentary specimens. Four localities yielded specimens showing internal details.

In addition, there are hundreds of shell fragments that provide useful information about ornamentation, but little else.

PEGMALVULA NEWELL AND BOYD, NEW GENUS

Figures 7A, B, H, I, 25–27

Type Species: Pegmalvula gloveri Newell and Boyd, new species.

Diagnosis: Small pectiniform, cemented, nearly equivalved pseudomotidis with relatively uniform radial ribs and small auricles; byssal notch lost early in growth.

Distribution: Leonardian and early Guadalupian, western Texas.

Discussion: Some individuals among these shells are characterized by moderate pro-crescentic growth (figs. 25A, B, 27A), which, in context with a fairly well-developed posterior auricle and valves of nearly equal convexity, present a general expression quite similar to that of the aviculopectinid genus Streblochondria (Newell, "1937" [1938]). Consequently, we considered the possibility that Pegmalvula is a cemented version of one of the Streblochondriinae, such as Guizhoupecten Chen. This hypothesis envisioned an evolutionary parallelism with the ancestral-descendent relationship seen in the free scallop Chlamys and its cemented derivative, Hinnites (fig. 3). The relationship of Pegmalvula however, more probably is with Prospontylus, which it resembles more closely than any member of the Streblochondriinae. Pegmalvula is distinguishable from other genera of the Pseudomonotidae by being nearly, but not quite, equivalved and equilateral; from the Streblochondriinae it is distinguishable by its cementation and sparsity.

Pegmalvula gloveri Newell and Boyd, new species

Figures 7A, B, 25, 26

Diagnosis: Nearly equilateral, short-hinged and pear-shaped, with subquadrate auricles and broad subauricular sinuses; ornamentation consisting of weak plications corresponding to coarse costae bearing tangential cylindrical spines; these separated by radial sulci bearing several fine costellae; origination of successive ranks of costae on left valves generally by intercalation, on right valves by indistinct bifurcation; surface elements commonly appreciably coarser and more sharply defined on left than on right valves.


Discussion: Two slightly different forms are recognized. A long-ranging and widely distributed form, Form A (fig. 25), is characterized by recurved spines (fig. 25G), incipient plication, or heavy ribs separated by broad radial furrows bearing from four to nine fine costellae (fig. 25A). Form B (fig. 26), restricted in our collections to the Road Canyon Formation, has somewhat different ornamentation. The ornamentation consists mainly of irregular radial rows of imbricating tangential spines reflected internally as plicae. The external furrows be-

1 Named in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Glover, landlords of the Pine Spring Ranch near Guadalupe Pass, at the foot of the Guadalupe Mountains, western Texas. These fine people have been benefactors and hosts to several generations of students of the Permian rocks of that region.
tween the spines bear only a single thin costella. Form A is represented in the collections by several dozen valves; Form B, by 24 valves.

In both forms, the valves commonly approach equilaterality, possess auricles, and have their greatest length below mid-height.

Both left and right valves are only slightly convex, and right valves are difficult to distinguish from left valves in which the attachment area is small or missing because of breakage.

The attachment area of the right valves varies in vertical dimensions from 1 to 3.5 cm. The valve profile along this part of the height was

---

controlled by the nature of the underlying object, and about equal numbers of specimens represent concave, flat, and convex external profiles. The umbonal region of the left valve varies from slightly convex to moderately convex, and the beak area rises only slightly above the cardinal area in a hinge view. The principal growth gradient of the left valve umbonal area is commonly downward (infracrescent), rarely forward (procrescent). Commonly, the beak is situated medially along the hinge, and in numerous specimens it is slightly anterior of the midpoint.

The subequal auricles are set apart from the main body of the valve by flattening and by subauricular sinus of the valve margin; these indentations are essentially equal in a single valve. The vertical profile beyond the attachment area tends to be slightly convex to flat in both left and right valves. The curvature of the surface as viewed along the plane of commissure is constant, but some individuals exhibit a steeper posterior or anterior slope. Although the main body of the valve is approximately equilateral, some specimens are slightly extended forward or backward.

Early growth of the right valve produced an infracrescent, unattached pectiniform stage (fig. 25H, I). This stage persisted to a height of 2 to 4.5 mm., beyond which the valve became cemented to the substrate (fig. 26C). The few specimens with a well-preserved umbonal area show a byssal notch in the pectiniform stage. The trace of the notch, delineated by growth lines, varies from 1 to 2 mm. long. In most specimens the pectiniform stage is not sharply differentiated from the adjacent part of the valve. In one specimen the hinge line of the pectiniform stage is along the edge of the triangular cardinal area and anterior to the apex.

On left valves, the pectiniform stage is more convex than the adjacent surfaces, and it exhibits a prominent anterior subauricular sinus (fig. 25H). In the two best-preserved examples, this juvenile stage terminated at a height of 2.4 and 2.7 mm., respectively. Well-developed, subequal auricles characterize subsequent growth.

Early growth stages are non-plicate, although costae are present on umbonal areas of some valves. Plication is introduced at valve heights ranging from 0.65 to 2 cm. Spinosity, prominence of costae, and plication continuity, relief, and cross section all vary from valve to valve. The plications are relatively straight and continuous, and they are more sharply defined on left valves than on right. In the former case they commonly originate by implantation. Points of origin are not sharply defined on right valves, but new ridges seem to originate by rather indistinct bifurcation. The relief of individual plications above adjacent troughs varies from less than trough width to equal to trough width. In transverse section, their profiles vary from an inverted V to flat-topped to rounded. The costae vary from valve to valve in radial persistence, and they become less conspicuous in the ventral areas of some valves.

The primary ridges give rise to cylindrical spines. Some recurve sufficiently so that their tips are directed dorsally, whereas the distal parts of others bend forward or backward. The spine orientation tends to vary along the height of a single valve, and the density of spines varies from specimen to specimen. The proximal part of a spine exhibits on its upper surface very fine, closely spaced growth lines convex ventrally. Spine-forming growth laminae first develop an external arch. With further growth, the lower margins of the arch approach each other and meet on the under side of the spine to form a cylinder with a longitudinal suture along the under side. Thus, the larger spines are closed, hollow, and thick-walled.

Cardinal areas vary in outline from triangular to nearly rectangular. Their variation in dimensions is shown in table 3. The right cardinal area commonly forms a 90-degree angle with the plane of commissure. In the smallest specimens the cardinal area ranges from the plane of commissure to an attitude nearly at right angles to that plane. On the other hand, the cardinal area of the left valve characteristically is parallel with the plane of commissure. Less commonly, it curves slightly inward (apsacine) or outward (anacline).

The resilifers of both valves are triangular, and the height of the resilifer is invariably greater than its length along the hinge (table 3).

**Pegmavalvula delicata** Newell and Boyd, new species

Figures 7H, I, 27

**Diagnosis:** Shell small, ovoid, a little higher
than long, plicated, sculptured with closely spaced, fine, scaly costellae of uniform width and spacing, approximately 80 to 100 in number along shell margin; attached over upper one-third, or more, of right valve and by small spines along hinge margin on both sides of beak; hinge relatively long, about three-fifths of length of shell, cardinal areas equal and narrow.


Discussion: The proportions vary in these small shells. Their convexity, more easily measured in left valves than in the attached right valves, is commonly slightly more than one-third of their length. The maximum length is slightly ventral of mid-height and varies from being nearly equal to the height to being significantly less than the height. The median radial profile of the right valve is controlled in the attachment area by the form of the substrate. In cases in which this resulted in a flat or concave external profile, subsequent growth commonly was outward from the attachment surfaces. The result is relief approaching that of the left valve.

When the profile is viewed normal to the hinge, front and rear slopes are equal in most left valves, and also in some right valves, but many of the latter have either the anterior or the posterior slope relatively steeper.

The straight hinge margin forms the dorsal extremity of the right valve, whereas in the left valves the beak rises slightly above the hinge line and generally, but not invariably, is situated at the midpoint of the hinge.

There is an anterior auricle, and in many valves a smaller posterior auricle is developed. Rarely, the two are equal in size. Valve margins are characterized by a slight to moderately well-developed re-entrant below the anterior auricle. A sinus also is present beneath the posterior auricle in some individuals. In cases in which a re-entrant is absent, the posterior margin meets the hinge line at a right or larger angle. Apart from the asymmetry of the auricles, most valves are approximately equilateral, but some are expanded posteroventrally (retrocrescent) and a few are expanded anteroventrally (procrescent).

An early free stage is recognizable at the beak of the right valve. Several examples consistently achieved a hinge length of 1.4 mm. before cementation took place. Subsequent lengthening of the hinge was characterized by cementation. The byssate stage appears to have persisted to a

TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Hinge Length</th>
<th>Cardinal Area Height</th>
<th>Resilifer Length</th>
<th>Resilifer Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
valve height of 6 mm. On left valves, an early growth stage at the beak is set apart by absence or near absence of ornamentation and, in some cases, by greater convexity than that of the adjacent surface area. In a sample of 10 left valves, the height of this early stage varies from 1.7 to 4.5 mm.

The costellae are sharply defined and closely spaced. The relief of an individual costella above the valve surface generally is equal to, or greater than, the space between adjacent costae, and they increase in number by implantation. Very fine, closely spaced growth lines form ventrally concave arcs in depressions between costae and form chevrons downward convex on the costae. The longitudinal continuity of the costae is interrupted by growth irregularities, and in places they are sinuous. Some valves show strong plication in late stages of growth; others show only a trace of plication; and some lack it entirely. The plications are folds affecting the entire thickness of the valve near the ventral margin. The exterior surface maintains uniform costellate sculpture both on the ridges and in the troughs.

The cardinal area on both left and right valves is very low and, in most cases, is indistinct. The central part bears a small resilifer, and the distal parts commonly grade imperceptibly into the auricles. The cardinal area is parallel to the plane of commissure in most left valves, but in some left valves the cardinal area slopes inward slightly (apsacine). This attitude of the cardinal area is difficult to categorize in most of our right valves because of inadequacies of preservation and small size. In two specimens, the area slopes slightly inward (apsacine); in another, slightly outward (procline).

No internal ridge of the sort found in Pro-
spondylus acineta is present between resilifer and muscle scar. The single adductor scar, slightly above mid-height on the posterior side, is rather large in the few valves in which it is recognizable. Its height approaches one-fourth of that of the valve. In most valves the scar is not recognizable.

FAMILY TERQUEMIIDAE COX, 1964

Figures 4, 7F, G, 28–32

Diagnosis: Small, irregularly subovate shells with radial ribs; right valve deeply convex, with high cardinal area; ligament amphidetic, external, with triangular resilifiers; shell cemented at right valve umbo, or at intermediate areas of right valve; auricles absent or poorly developed, byssal notch absent in adults; with or without primitive isodont dentition similar to Spondylidae.

Distribution: Lower Permian (Wolfcampian) to Upper Jurassic (Oxfordian).

Discussion: This poorly understood, mainly early Mesozoic, family has been reviewed by Cox (1969). None of the genera is adequately understood. We have been unable to obtain good representative specimens of the family. Evidently, the terquemiids are rare fossils.

Some of the citations in the literature to early and middle Triassic Enantiostraeon Bittner pertain to oyster-like, plicated shells rather than to costate forms such as the type species of Terque-

mia Tate, 1867; Newaagia Hertlein, 1952; and Enantiostraeon Bittner, 1901. The plicated shells probably are oysters related to Lopha Röding, 1798. Cox (1969) doubtfully referred Placunopsis Morris and Lycett, 1853, to this family; we believe that it does not belong there.

It appears that our Texas Permian specimens, described below, are by far the best-preserved and most abundantly represented members of this group. They probably are related to the Triassic genera Terquemia and Newaagia, but some uncertainty will remain until those genera are adequately understood.

PALEOWAAGIA NEWELL AND BOYD.

NEW GENUS

Figures 7F, G, 28–32

Diagnosis: Finely costate, spiny, ostreiform shells with deeply convex right valve possessing a high cardinal area and a nearly flat left valve; nepionic shell pectiniform, byssal notch which is overgrown and disappears during later growth; dentition lacking.

Distribution: Wolfcampian–early Guadalupian, western Texas.

Paleowaagia cooperi1 Newell and Boyd, new species

Figures 7F, G, 28–32

Diagnosis: Same as for genus Paleowaagia.

Distribution: Wolfcampian–early Guadalupian, western Texas. Neal Ranch: U.S.N.M. 701a, 701b, 701c, 701g, 701h, 727e. Skinner

1 Named in honor of Dr. G. Arthur Cooper, of the United States National Museum, who discovered the shells of this species.
Fig. 28. *Paleowaagia cooperi* Newell and Boyd, new species, silicified specimens, Wolfcampian, Neal Ranch Formation, Glass Mountains, western Texas, from U.S.N.M. 701g, except otherwise indicated. A. Right valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154997, attached to crinoid column. B. Anterior view of bivalved individual, U.S.N.M. No. 155003, cemented to shell fragment. C. Interior opercular left valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154998; U.S.N.M. 707d. D, E. Posterior and left side views, respectively, of U.S.N.M. No. 155000, showing resupinate convexity. F, G. Umbonal area, right valve, U.S.N.M. No. 155001. F. Showing ontogenetic changes in ornamentation. G. Showing early byssal notch. H. Right valve (below), U.S.N.M. No. 155002, cemented to two orthotetid brachiopods. I, J. Right valve, U.S.N.M. No. 154999, showing early pectiniform stage asymmetrically placed on left side of umbo (see pointer). A, H, × 1; B, D–F, I, × 2; C, × 1.5; G, J, × 20.

Discussion: The large collection of shells available for study was obtained mainly from two localities. Many more right valves than left valves are represented, and relatively few articulated shells are present. Most valves in the collection range in height from 2 to 4 cm., although the total height range in the collection is from less than 1 to more than 6 cm. The change in height and length with increase in size is shown in figure 31.

There is a striking but superficial resemblance to certain brachiopods, such as aulostegids and strophalosiids, created by development of a high cardinal area of the attached (right) valve and by the roughly equilateral symmetry of the shell.

The bowl-shaped right valves vary greatly in median radial profile (fig. 32). Such profiles typically are convex outward in varying degrees, but geniculate profiles probably reflect induced changes in growth. Some median radial profiles show a tendency for reversal of convexity late in ontogeny.

Right valves are asymmetrically convex, with the anterior slope usually steeper than the posterior. These valves possess a prominent, triangular cardinal area in which the height commonly is about one-half of the length of its base, but these proportions are quite variable. The triangle is essentially symmetrical in a few cases, but ontogenetic increase in hinge length is unequal on the two sides of the beak, and such cardinal areas are anteriorly or posteriorly extended in about equal frequency within our sample.

The average base of the cardinal area is about two-thirds of the length of the shell.

An acutely triangular resilifer occupies the central part of the cardinal area and, in its superficial resemblance to a delthyrium, enhances the resemblance between this bivalve and certain brachiopods. The width of the resilifer along the hinge line varies from one-fourth to three-fourths of its height, although the ratio is commonly between one-third and one-half. The angle formed by the cardinal area and the plane of commissure commonly is greater than 45 degrees (apscilane), and in some valves it is more or less parallel with the commissure.

Auricles are present on some right valves, but they are not prominent. Other valves lack auricles. In right valves possessing auricles the longer of the two may be either anterior or posterior.

The relatively flat left valves are less variable in form than are the right valves. The position of the beak along the hinge line varies from being slightly anterior to being slightly posterior to the midpoint.

The shells of this genus commonly display a rectangular outline. Median radial profiles through the beak in left valves commonly are flat to slightly convex, rarely concave outward. In the latter case, there is an ontogenetic change from convex in the umbal region to concave peripherally.

The low cardinal area of the left valve lies approximately in the plane of the commissure or forms an obtuse angle to it, a relationship that is fairly characteristic throughout the Aviculopectinidae and Pseudomonotidae. The resilifer

![Figure 31](attachment:image.png)

**Fig. 31.** Scattergram of linear dimensions of *Paleo-\-waagia cooperi* Newell and Boyd, new species, showing an orthometric growth trend for these variates.
is wider along the hinge than the dimension of the height, and it extends slightly below the hinge axis.

Many left and right valves give an over-all impression of bilateral symmetry in their later growth stages, but others show a slight tendency for either retrocrescentic or procrescentic expansion. These conditions are about equally frequent in the collection.

Surface spines vary from valve to valve in area of distribution, spine size, spacing, and orientation. Among the right valves of the collection, very few are spineose over the whole surface, and many more are relatively free of spines. The latter have a rather gnarled aspect reflecting interruptions and irregularity of growth not so apparent in the spiny individuals. In a few valves, the spines are arranged in radial rows, whereas in others the spines are crowded and lack any obvious pattern.

The spines commonly are short and straight, and many are nearly solid. All possess the longitudinal furrow on the under side characteristic of hyote spines. They range from being tangential to the shell surface to being nearly erect. In cases in which they are arranged in orderly rows, their spacing within the rows is variable. In these cases, rows of large spines are commonly separated by rows of minute spines. Rows of tiny granules coalesce to form costae in some cases. The relatively few articulated specimens retaining both valves are mostly small shells. These generally are more spineose on the left than on the right valve.

In early development the right valve is pectiniform, and this growth stage is retained at or near the apex of the umbo. This stage evidently was uncremented and free-living, because it bears the growth traces of a byssal notch 1 mm. or less in length. On one specimen, the beak of the pectiniform stage bears a small knob 0.24 mm. in diameter, with traces of several concentric growth lines. This may be the prodissococonch. The byssal notch is not traceable to the beak of the pectiniform stage, and the prodissococonch presumably lacked the notch.

Growth of the right valve, subsequent to the nepionic pectiniform stage, closed the byssal notch and assumed a quite different pattern. An increase in height of the cardinal area accelerated in rate as compared with the lateral growth. Later growth in some individuals involved abrupt lateral and ventral expansion which characterized mature growth. In such shells, the early formed part of the right valve resembles a proboscis from 0.3 to 1 cm. in length. In other cases, growth changes are gradual, and the early part of the valve is roughly pyramidal in form.

The location of the early pectiniform stage in adult valves varies greatly as a result of unequal growth gradients along the hinge. In one individual the hinge line of the pectiniform stage lies along the posterodorsal edge of the cardinal area, forming an angle of 65 degrees with the adult hinge line. In another case the nepionic hinge lies along the anterior margin of an asymmetric cardinal area and forms an angle of 110 degrees with the adult hinge.

These irregularities of the right valve were probably induced by variations in the substrate. For example, some valves are welded transversely to crinoid stems and brachiopods, (fig. 28A, H). The right valve was molded around these and other objects. There is, however, no xenomorphic reflection on the left valve.

Relatively few valves are attached to other Paleowaagia shells. Mostly they are cemented to brachiopods. Only one specimen was observed to bear an imprint of a foreign object in its beak area. In this case, initial growth caused the shell to spread over the flat surface of a crinoid columnal for about 5 mm. It then grew abruptly outward, forming a deflection of 110 degrees in its profile.

The left valves lack a sharply defined nepionic stage. No sharply defined outline analogous to the pectinoid form of the right valve was observed. The shell surface is not ornamented in the beak area. This smooth surface extends for a radius of several millimeters from the beak.

The inner layer is not preserved in many valves. In this condition the cardinal area is also missing. On well-preserved valves, the single muscle scar is nearly 1 cm. in diameter, distinctly

**Fig. 32.** Variation in profile of right valves of *Paleowaagia cooperi* Newell and Boyd, new species, as viewed from posterior margin.
imprinted to the posterior and well above mid-height. More commonly, the muscle impression is faint, or there is no visible trace at all.

The right valves have a broadly rounded umbonal cavity beneath the hinge plate. Left valves exhibit a small and low umbonal cavity. In some cases, this is simply a small excavation below the resilifer.

SUPERFAMILY ANOMIACEA RAFINESQUE, 1815

FAMILY ANOMIIDAE RAFINESQUE, 1815

**Diagnosis:** Thin-shelled, ostreiform, subcircular filibranch bivalves adapted to hard substrates to which they adhere dextrally by means of a subcentral calcified byssus that passes through a deep byssal aperture below dorsal margin of right valve; byssus attached to left valve by greatly enlarged and modified retractor, the byssal “adductor” muscle, which aids valve adductor muscle in opening and closing movements; anterior and posterior pedal retractor scars clustered around byssus in dorsal part of mantle chamber; hinge edentulous, with amphidetic internal ligament supported on right valve by chondrophore process; cardinal areas and hinge line lacking.

**Discussion:** The general physiognomy of our Permian fossils clearly is anomiaeac. The more or less equilateral form, usually somewhat deformed by attachment, the lack of auricles and cardinal areas, the central complex of muscles—all are strongly reminiscent of neotremate brachiopods, and it is probable that the superficial similarities represent evolutionary convergence toward a common mode of life.

In any case, *Permanomia* bears little resemblance to early pectinaceans or any other Paleozoic Pterioida. Unfortunately, our examples are silicified so that we cannot ascertain the original microfabric of the shell. For example, did those forms possess an inner shell layer of cross-lamellar aragonite? Nothing is known about the ancestry of the Permian species, and anomoids are not recorded in the Lower Triassic. In fact, little is known of the morphology of early Mesozoic representatives of the family. Right valves of *Permanomia* are not represented in our collection, so many questions about the genus must for the present be unanswered.

To our knowledge, these fossils represent the first acceptable record of Paleozoic anomiaeans. Gemmellaro’s *Anomia prisca* from the Sosio Permian beds of Sicily (Gemmellaro, 1892, pl. 24, figs. 28, 29) may be, but is not certainly, an anomiaeac also. The few other references to Paleozoic occurrences of the group are unwarranted.

**PERMANOMIA NEWELL AND BOYD, NEW GENUS**

**Figures 33, 34**

**Type Species:** *Permanomia texana* Newell and Boyd, new species.

**Diagnosis:** Left valve unornamented; musculature consisting of many elements distributed around a large, elevated, horseshoe-shaped, pedal adductor scar which embraces below a small, centrally situated valve adductor; posterior pedal retractor underlying rear prong of pedal adductor, more ventrally situated semi-circular chain of muscle pits, probably gill suspensors; two or three small muscle pits below ligament, probably pedal adjusters; ligament submedian, amphidetic, duplivincular.

**Distribution:** Leonardian, early Guadalupian, western Texas.

**Discussion:** From other genera of the Anomiidae, *Permanomia* is distinguishable by general features of its musculature, and its duplivincular ligament is unknown in other anomids.

These characteristics may warrant the creation of a separate new family for the Permian forms. Such action, however, would be premature until the characteristics of right valves can be made known.

**Permanomia texana** Newell and Boyd, new species

**Figures 33, 34**

**Diagnosis:** Same as for the genus *Permanomia*.

DISCUSSION: Some 170 anomiid valves in our Permian collections from western Texas are referred to this species.

Curiously, right valves have not been recognized. Although a few relatively flat valves are present, in all cases they either exhibit left-valve musculature or the umbonal area is broken, and the presence or absence of a byssal opening cannot be determined.

The two largest valves have a maximum dimension of 4.20 cm., but most of the specimens are less than 3.50 cm. across. They are rounded in outline, with the beak at the margin, and many are nearly equilateral. Less symmetrical valves exhibit posterior more commonly than anterior expansion. Proportions vary, from valves with circular outlines to those with the height somewhat greater than the length to others in which the length is the greatest dimension.

Commonly bowl-shaped, the valves differ in convexity from being very shallow to being very deep. The ratio of convexity to maximum dimension varies from 1/6 to 1/2 (table 5). There is a tendency for development of a low umbo in some valves.

Exterior surfaces vary from smooth to gnarled, with irregular growth lines and wrinkles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Dimensions (in Centimeters) of a Sample of Left Valves of Permanomia texana Newell and Boyd, New Species, Lower Getaway Member, Cherry Canyon Formation (A.M.N.H. 512)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valve</td>
<td>Maximum Linear Dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All well-preserved interiors exhibit a prominent, commonly elevated, horseshoe-shaped scar, the pedal adductor. This scar is symmetrical in some examples, whereas in others the posterior lobe is shorter and broader than the anterior. Other muscle attachment sites are less distinct.

Fig. 33. Composite diagram, interpreting muscle marks in left valve of Permanomia texana Newell and Boyd, new species. Abbreviations: a, probably pedal adjusters; b, proximal end of byssal plug; c, bifid pedal adductor; d, posterior pedal retractor; e, valve adductor; f, possibly gill suspensories; g, pallial line.
A roughly circular indentation, probably the posterior byssal retractor attachment site, typically is found just below the posterior lobe of the horseshoe-shaped scar.

Other topographic depressions possibly related to muscle attachment are found less consistently in the collection both above and to the upper left of the horseshoe-shaped scar.

The umbonal area is missing in many specimens. In those that retain this area, the dorsal margin is thickened, especially in larger valves, and this margin is interrupted by a triangular...
ligament depression beneath the beak. The base of the depression, or resilifer, commonly is two to three times its height (table 6).

The ligament depression contains as many as five sloping ridges between multiple ligament grooves. The first-formed ones are parallel to the anterior margin of the area, whereas commonly one or two of the last-formed ridges include a smaller, posteriorly inclined leg, thus forming asymmetric chevrons.

This species is represented in collections from Bone Spring Limestone, Getaway Member of the Cherry Canyon Formation, and Word Limestone 3 (see tables 1 and 2).
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